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Comparison of GLN and Divisionalgebra representations 11

Ernst-Wilhelm Zink

Introduction

This is the second part of a paper which is aimed on comparing the irreducible rep
resentations of G := GLN(F) and of a central division algebra D / F of index N over a
p-adic number field FIQp by purely loeal methods. In Part I ([Zi92 ]) we have seen that
the explicit construetions of [BK] and of [Zigo ] enable us to introduee a parameter systenl
which works for (D*)-- and for the euspidal representations in 8 as well. Now we will see
that our parameters can be used for the discrete series representations in Gtoo.

We start out from the remark that a simple type in the sense of [BI<] uniquely dcter
mines an unramified tv0st dass of discrete series representations of G and moreover that
there is a natural bijection between eonjugacy classes of simple types and unramified twist
dasses of discrete senes representations. Then it is easily seen that this bijeetion can be
lifted to a natural bijection between conjugacy classes of extended simple types (EST) and
diserete series representations of G (Theorem 2.9). An EST is by definition the extension
of a simple type onto its normalizer.

By the results of Bushnell and Howe, Moy, resp., the level of a discrete serie8 repre
sentation eoincides with the level of a corresponding EST (Corollary 2.5) which i8 given in
terms of the principal umt filtration in a maximal compact modulo center subgroup of G.
In section 3 we use [BFr] and [GJ] to relate this level to the exponential Artin conductor
of the representation which is given in terms of its c;-factor, and we remarlc that the salne
result holds for division algebra representations (Theorem 3.1). Moreover, we reduce the
computation of the c;-factor to that of the root number W of the corresponding extended
simple type (Theorem 3.6).

The next step is to produce extended simple types out of our pararneters, which is
done in Section 4. The way to do that is basically the same as to construct simple types
([BK], §5) but there is one detail which we will explain more carefully (Main Lemma 4.1).
What is immediately clear froln our construction is that different parameters give rise to
extended simple types wmch are not conjugated (Theorem 4.6) such that an injection of

our pararneter set ~N into the set 82 of discrete series representations of G is induced
(Theorem 4.7).

First properties of that injection are compatibility with taIlle character twist, an
expression of the level and the exponential Artin conductor resp. of a representation
in terms of its paraIlleter and that it is possible to say in these terms if a representation is
cuspidal 01' a chaiacter t~is~ of the Steinberg representation, respectively.

In Section 5 we use the methods of [CMS] to compute the formal degree of a discrete
series representation in terms of its parameter t E 1'N (Theorem 5.1). And in Theoreln
6.1 we see that precisely the sarne formula gives us the dimension of the division algebra
representation which is assigned to t. Combining all these results, in Theorem 6.8 we obtain
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an injection D*'" --+ 82 which is compatible with tarne character twist, takes the dimension
into the formal degree and preserves the exponential Artin conductor of representations.
Using the Iocal Matching Theorem of [BDI(V] and a counting argument, in 6.9 we prove
that any injection D*'" --+ 82 which is cOlnpatible with lmramified character twist and
preserves the exponential Artin conductor is in fact surjective too. Especially we see that
the injection constructed in 6.8 (hence that in 4.7 too) is surjective, which by the results of
[BK] should be possible to prove purely locally. Finally, following an idea of C. Bushnell,
we show that any bijection II' E D*'" ~ II E G2 which is conlpatible with unramified
character twist and takes the dimension into the formal degree, has the property that II
is cuspidal iff II' has the Galois dimension N (see Definition 6.3), Le. II' can be induced
from K * . U 1

W here U 1 are the principal units in D and !(/ F is a subfield of degree N.
Especially this applies to the Matching Theorem.

In section 7 we take up the e-factor computations of section 3. Using the parametriza
tion of the extended simple types we make a first computation of their root numbrs. The
aim is to show that the root number W(A) of an EST A is essentially determined by just
one character value of A (Theorem 7.1). Trus fact is weil known for the cases pt N and
p=N.

Section 1 is separate from the other sections. It is to give an iInproved definition of our
set 'J' of parameters which we will denote as R-polynomials and to put 'J' into perspective
by comparing it with two other sets S and P. S seems to be more adapted to parametrize
Galois representations which conjecturally should be possible, while P can be usefnl for
counting arguments (see the proof of 6.9). Moreover, Pis helpful to understand the metric
on 1', S, respectively and the definition of 'J'-. For more details see [Zia9] . Note that the
notation l' of Part 1, 2.1 is replaced here by 1'- while l' is the set of all R.-polynomials.

This paper was written while the author enjoyed the hospitality of the Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton. I am pleased to recognize Ms. Dottie Phares for her accurate
production of the typeseript.

A first draft of the paper has been done during a visit at the Universite Paris 7,
Jussieu. I want to thank M. F. Vigneras for the invitation, and I am indebted to J.-L.
Waldspurger, who hclped me to improve the argument of Theorem 2.9.

Beginning from Section 2, we will use the following standard notations:

A = MN(F)
AE=
G = A* = GLN(F)
GLE = A'E
21=
21L / F =

2lE = 2ln AE
J\ = Nc(21)
J\E = J\n GL E

P = Jac(2t)
2t* =

the matrix algebra over F
centralizer of a subfield E / F in A

is the centralizer of E* in G
principal 0 F-order in A
principal 0 F-order in EndF(L) which corresponds.
to the oF-lattice chain {P~}iEZ of priIne ideal
powers in the extension field L / F

normalizer of 21 in G

the Jacobson radical of 2l
group of uni ts in 21
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u i = 1 + pi

DIP
C)D

uh = 1 +pb
G2 =

D"" ....... =

the principal units in 2{

a central division algebra of index N
the integers in D
the principal units in D
equivalence classes of irreducible admissible
representations of G which are in the discrete series

irreducible admissible representations of the
multiplicative group D"" modulo equivalence

If M ~ N are groups and 1T is a representation of !vI we write IndMl N(1T) or IndN(1T)
for the induction of 7f from M to N. If the factor N/M is not compact, then indN (1T)
denotes the induction with compact support.
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1. R-polynomials

Let FIQp be a p-adic number field. Throughout this paper F[T] will denote the set
of irreducible polynomials with highest coefficient 1 and degree ~ 1. If F/F is a fixed
algebraic closure and GF = Gal(P/ F), the corresponding Galois group, we get a natural
bijection

(1)

between Galois orbits of F-algebraic numbers and irreducible polynomials. Let FIF be
the maximal taulely ramified subextension of F/F. H ß E F, then F(ß) is the maximal
tamely rarnified extension of F(ß). Let r ß C Gal(p(ß / F(ß)) be the tarne vVeil group, i.e.
we restriet to automorphisms which on the maxilnal unramified extension of F(ß) induce
an integral power of the Frobenius. As proposed by (1) we say:

1.1 Definition: An R-polynomial is a Galois orbit of pairs (R, ß), where ß E F and
R E r ß....... is an irreducible admissible rcpresentation of r ß and where thc Galois action is
given by

(2) a . (R, ß) := (aRa-I, u(ß))

for a E GF. (Note that r u(ß) = arßa-1 and (aRu-1)(T) := R(a- 1TU))

With t = [R, ß] we will denote the R-polynomial which is generated by (R, ß), and the set
of all R-polynomials is denoted by J. then we have a natural projection

(3)

which assigns the minimal polynomial of ß over F to an R-polynomial t = [R, ß] ..

1.2 Definition: The basic numerical invariants of an R-polynomial t = [R, ß] are the
degree deg(t) := dimeR) . [F(ß): F], the inertial degree ft := dimeR) . IF(ß)/F and the
ramification exponent et := eF(ß) / F·

Note that R E r ß....... is induced by a character of the unrarnified extension of degree
dimeR) over F(ß).

Sometimes it is useful to look at R-polynomials froln the following slightly different
point of view:

1.3 Definition (p-polynomials): Let F[T] be the set of irredueible manie polynomials
over F. The coeffieient field Ftp of a polynomial <peT) E F[T] is the tarne extension of F
which is generated by the coefficients of <peT). Let r tp ~ Gal(F / Ftp) be the Weil subgroup.
A p-polynomial is a Galois orbit of pairs (p, 'P(T)) where <peT) E F[T] and pErtp ....... is an
irreducible admissible representation of r 'P' On the pairs (p, <peT)) only the tame Galois
group GF/Facts, namely

(4) (J. (p,<p(T)) = (apa- 1
, uep(T)) for a E Gp/F'
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where the polynomial (T ep(T) is obtained by applying a to the coefficients of ep(T). s =
[p, ep(T)] denotes the p-polynomial which is generated by the pair (p, ep(T)), and the set of
all p-polynomials is denoted by S. Again, we have a natural projection

(5)

sending s = [p, ep(T)] to the F-irreducible polynomial which is generated by ep(T). Note
that deg flJ(T) = [Fcp: F] . deg ep(T).

1.4 Proposition: There is a natural bijection

T~ S, t = [R,ß] ~ s = [p,ep(T)]

where ep(T) is the minimal polynolnial of ß over P and pErep '" is obtained froID
R by using thc natural isolnorphism rß-=4rep Wllich comes from Fep = F(ß) n F and
Gal(F(ß)/F(ß))~Ga1(F/ F(ß) n F). Moreover this bijection haB the property flJ(T) =
ft(T) E F[T] jf s corresponds to t.

The proof is alrnost obvious. The inverse map is s = [p, ep(T)] I--t t = [R, ß] where
ß E Fis a zero of ep(T) and R is the pullback of p with respect to r ß.::+rep' If ßl is another
zero of ep(T) then ßI = a(ß) for same a E CF/ F, rßl = arßa- 1

, and the pullback of p
with respect to r ßl .::+r I.p is aRa-I. 0

Now we corne to a third interpretation of R-polynomials which is not canonical but
useful for comlting arguments. Namely, let CF ~ F* be a cOlllplementary subgroup with
respect to the principal units U} = 1 + PF, i.e. F* = CF . U} is a direct product. CF
contains the roots of unity of order prime to p in F, a group which we can identify with k'F
(= multiplicative group of the residue field). CF is fixed by choosing a prime element 'TrF.

CF = ('TrF) k'F. Let 1/F be the normalized exponent of F, vF('TrF) = 1. It extends in a unique
way to an exponent of F with values in Q and VF(O) = 00. PF = {x E F; VF(X) > O} is the
valuation ideal in F and U} = I-t Pp are the principal units. By [Zis9 ] we can extend CF
to a complementary group C of F*, and C is unique up to applying field automorphisms
s E GF. We fix such a group C 2 CF, F* = C· U}, and we consider the field X = F(C)
which is obtained by adjoining all elements from C. Note that C consists of all roots of
unity of order prime to p ~nd of a "string" of roots 'Tr p, a E Q, (i.e. C""'" Q+ X k}) and
that X consists of all x E F which expand into a converging series x = L: Xv with ternlS

vEQ

Xv E C U {O}, where VF(X v ) = v if Xv f:. 0 and where Xv = 0 if v < VF(X), K/ F is said
to be a C-field if K ~ X with the property that Cl( := C n j( is a complementary group
in j{*. Let X = L: Xv be the C-expansion of x E X. There is a srnallest C-field j(x

vEQ

containing x. It is a finite extension of F and is obtained by adjoining the terms of the
expansion: j<x = F(x v ; v E Q).

Moreover, we get X = P .K oo as a composite field, where j{oo/F is generated by all
p-power roots of 'Tr F in C. This yields a natural isomorphism of Galois groups:

(6) G(X/ j{oo)-=4G(F/ F).

Because of F = C· U} we have a projection y E P* I--t [y] E C which is called the symbol

of y. From ramification theory folIows: [s(y)] = [y] for all s E G(F/F).
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1.5 Theorem ([Zis9 ] 2.1): There exists a well defined bijection

(7) X t---+ F[T], x ~ 'I'x(T)

such that for a11 zeros Q' of 'Px(T):

(i) [x] = [0]

(ii) K x nF = F(o:) n F and
deg 'Px(T) = [Kx n KC'Q: F] = [I(x: Iix n F] = [F(o:): F(Q') n F]

(iii) via (6) the bijeciton (7) is compatible with the natural Galois action on botl1 sides.

As a consequence, (7) induces a bijection

G(XjI(C'Q)\X t---+ F[T].

For x E X let r x c G(F j in K x ) be the vVeil subgroup. Consider pairs (p, x) where x E X
and pErx ....... G(Fj F) acts on these pairs by

(8) so (p,x) = (sps-l, 3X(X))

where Sx E G(XjKC'Q) corresponds to s under (6).

1.6 D eHllit ion: Let P be the set of equivalence classes [p, x] of pairs (p, x) with respect
to the Galois action (8).
Then (7)", extends to a bijection

(9) P t---+ S, [p, x]~ [p, <Px(T)]

The most important property of (7) is that the exponential distance on the field X
is transported into a weIl defined exponential distance W F on the set F[T] of irreducible
polynomials:

(10)

where <pi := <PXj and WF(CPl,)02) := 'l1lpl(VF(<Pl,<P2)) = 'l1'P2(VP(<Pl,)OZ)) is a Herbrand
transfonnation of the exponential nlean clistance of polynomials (see [ZiS9 ], 3.11 (ii); the
metric WF has been reviewed in [Zi90 ], DA and Part 1, 1.8 too). Moreover, with respect to
the induced map (7)"" we have:

where Ji(T) E F[T] is the irreducible polynomial corresponcling to the Galois orbit ~i E
G(XjKoo)\X, VF(~l' ~z) := max{vF(xl - XZ); Xl E ~l' X2 E ~Z} and where WP(!l, 12) :=
'l1/t(VF(!l,!Z)) = 'l1j,,(VF(!ll!Z)) is again a Herbrand transfonnation of thc exponential
lnean distance of polynomials (see [ZiS9 ], 4.3 and the other references as before). As
a consequence of (10), (10)"" one gets: wF(f,9) = max{wF(<p,,)}, where <P" E F[T]
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are running over the F-irreducible factors of f, 9 E F(T]. Further, on X ane has an
approximation procedure (see 1.9 of Part I)

(11) X x Q -+ X, (x,j) 1----4 x(j) := LXv
v<i

which is given by truncating the C-expansion of x E X (see Part I, 1.10). Moreover, the
action of G(Xj[(00) on X = F(C) takes C into itself. Hence (11) induces an approximation
procedure

G(Xj[(oo)\X x Q -+ G(Xj!(oo)\X

(~,j) ~ ~(j)

where x(j) is the orbit of x(j) far any representative X E K. And by means of (7), (10)
and (7)*, (10)* thc approximation procedures (11), (11)* resp. are transported into ap
proximation procedures on F[T] and F[T] resp. These approxiamtion procedures refer
to the exponential distance WF of polynomials. So we have a weil defined approximation
procedure

F[T] x Q~ F[T], (f(T),j) 1----4 fj(T),

and we put:

(12) F[T]- := {f(T) E F[T], fO(T) = f(T)}
~- := {t E T; !t(T) E F[T]-}
S- := {s E S; f!J(T) E F[T]-}
p- := {[p, x] E P; ~(O) = X E G(XjKoo)\X}

Let be X- := {x E Xi x(O) = x}. This set is stable under the action of G(XjI(oo) and we
get: P- = {[p, x] E P; x E X-}.

The sets 'J-, S-, P- are in bijective correspandence to each ather, and the set P- is
appropriate for counting its elelnents. Consider 'IN := {t E 'J-j deg(t)IN} and the sets
SN' PN which are defined in a similar way. The point is that each of these sets can be
used to parametrize the discrete series representations of GLN(F).
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2. Extended simple types

In this section we are going to explain the notion of an extended simple type (EST)
which is a slight modification of the notion of a simple type introduced in {BI(]. The
main result is a natural bijection between conjugacy classes of extended simple types and
irreducible discrete series representations of GLN (F).

Let us remember first some basic facts on simple types. We consider a principal order
21 in A = MN(F) with Jacobson radical P = Jac(21). Jl. denotes the normalizer of 21 in
A * = Gwhich is a maximal cOlllpact modulo center subgroup in G and U i = 1 + pi for
i ~ I, i E Z are the principal units in Jl

A silnpIe type (Jo, A) consists of a compact subgroup JO in G and an irreducible
representation A E (Jor..... The simple type is associated to a simple stratum a + 2t., i.e.
a is an 2!-pure element in A such that a E a + 21 is a representative of minimal degree
over F. We note the following properties (which are in [BI(], but sonletimes we give a
refonnulation in terms of {Zigo], Sections 1, 2):

2.1 Let J be the Jt-normalizer of the set ~ = {Ad Ui+1
. (a +p-i)}i > 0 of orbits of residue

classes derived from a + 21:

(1) J:=Nß.('3) = nNJt(AdUi+1.(a+p-i»)
i ~ 0

The group JO of the simple stratum is given as

(2)

where CJ = 2: p v n Z (Cl:, P - V) is an 0 F-order contained in 2L Here the notation is:
v~o

Z(a, P-V) := {x E A; xa - ax E P-V},

8:= 2: pv n zen, P-V) is the Jacobson radical of (9, and
v ~ 1

Jl := u1 n J = 1 +8 are the principal units of (9.

Let JtE,21E be the intersections of Jt, 21 resp. with the centralizer AE of E = F(a) and let
L]E be a lllaximal extension such that L* C JtE. As a matter of fact, we have:

(3) J = JtEJ 1
, hence JO = 2!'E 0 Jl , and

J = L* 0 JO

The third equation follows from the second because of JtE = L*21:Eo

2.2 (Jo, A) is an admissible pair with respect to the sequence 21* ~ U 1 ~ U 2 ~ .. 0 of
normal subgroups in Jt (see [Ziss], Section 2). Especially this meaus that ..\ E (JO) ....... is
an irreducible representation with the additional property that for all integers i ~ 1 the
restriction of ..\ to

Ji := U i n J = 1 + L p v n Z (a, (P- V »)
v ~ i
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is the multipIe of an irreducible representation 7f i of Ji and that all inductions Ind Ji 1Ui ( 7ri )

for i ~ 0 (7f0 = A, UD = 21*) are irreducible. As a consequence we get that IT] is a Heisenberg
representation because J1 is nilpotent (see [Ziss], Sections 4, 5). More precisely, let' a1.. be
the orthogonal complement of ain P with respect to the alternating character

(where 'l/JF: P+ -7 C* is an additive character of conductor PF). Then a1.. ~ a is a ring
too, namely:

a1.. = L p v n Z (a, P -v+1 )

v ~ ]

and 1 + a1.. C J1 is a subgroup which under ITl is represented by scalar operators. The
basic relation is:

7r] ([1 + x, 1 + y]) = X a (x,y)·l for x,y E a,
where [1 +x, 1 +y] denotes the commutator in Jl and where 1 is the unit operator. With
respect to P = Jac(2l), let vp(a) = -j be the exponent of the simple stratum a+2L Then
U[j/2J+l ~ 1 + a1.. ~ Jl, and A (or ITl) restricted to U[i/2)+1 is a multiple of the character
B(l + x) = 'l/JF 0 TrA/F(ax).

2.3 The intertwining of the pair (J1, 7r]) in G is

(4)

where GL E is the centralizer of E* in C, hence:

(5)

and because J normalizes J1, we conclude that lc( J1,IT1) n ßt is the ßt-normalizer of
(JI,IT]).

2.4 7r1 extends to J (especially to J O
), and there exists an extension IT E J ....... such that

7r is unique up to character twist with X 0 detAE/ E of SiE/U 1~J/ Jl where X is a tarne
character of E*.

2.5 A = Res(IT) 0 er, where er is a "cuspidal" representation of JO IJ1 = 21'EIU1 (see 4.1).

2.6 The intertwining of the simple type (Jo, A) is:

where K 1E is maximal unranufied with the additional property K* c .R.
Unfortunately, the map a + 21 H- (Jo, A) depends on choices (to be made if one

constructs A), and a + 2{ cannot be recovered from (Jo, A). But it is possible to recover 2t
from JO. NaInely, JO = C)* is the unit group of an 0 F-order C) in A. Hence the 0 F-module
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L ~ (9 wmch is generated by (9* is an oF-order too with the same Jacobson radical a(see
[BuF], (1.1.1)). And the normalizers Nc(JO) = Nc(L) agree. Becanse A = F· L, the
centralizer of L is F*, hence

Nc(L)jF'" ~ AutOF(L)

is compact, and we see that Nc(JO) is a eompact-modulo-center subgroup in G. Heuce
there is a maximal compact-modulo-center subgroup Jl/ such that Nc( Ja) ~ J:t'. On the
other hand, we can take a maximal extension LIE such that L* C JlE C J (see (3)).
Then L* normalizes J O

, heuce L· c Nc(JO) C Jl/. But we have L* C Jt, and from [Frs7],
Theorem 1 we know that there is preciseIy aue maximal compact-mocluIo-center subgroup
eontaining L· because [L: F] = N, i.e. L is a maximal fieId in A. Hence Jt = j\/, aud we
have

2.7 Prop osit ion: H (Jo, A) is a simple type, tllen the normalizer Ne (J 0
) is contained

in a uniquely detennined maximal compact-modulo-center subgroup .l:t and Jt is in 1-1
correspolldence to a principal order 21 (such tl1at Jt = Nc(Ql)). The Ilormalizer of tbe pair
(Jo,A)is:

We are Ieft to verify the equations. From 2.6 we obtaiu

because of .tlJ( ~ JtE. Moreover J normaIizes (Jo, A), because J noru1alizes Ja and J
intertwines A. Hence

Now we are able to give a reasonable definition of extended simple types.

2.8 D eHnit ion: An extended sin1pIe type (EST) is a pair (J, A) where J is the G
nonnalizer of a simple type (Jo, A) and where A is an extension of A onto J.

Relnark: Using (3) and 2.7, we see that there is a uniquely determined lnaximal compact
madulo-center snbgroup Jl containing J. The argulnent is the same as for Ne (Ja). Because
of J j Ja ~ Jij21*, the factor group J j Ja is cyclic such that an extension A always exists.

Now we come to the Main result of this section:

2.9 Theorenl: Let (J, A) be an extended simple type.

(i) Tbere is a uniquely detennined maximal compact modulo center subgroup Jt :=> J, and
(J, A) is an admissible pair (in the sense of {Ziss }, 2.1) with respcct to tbe descending
sequence

(6)

of nonnal subgroups in Jt Hence (J, A) corresponds to a represcntation filter of (6)
and especially: IndJl( A) is an irreducible representation oE j{.
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(ii) Tbere exists precisely one discrete series representation TI oE G such that

HomJ(A, TI) f"V Home (indo(A), II) ::/= 0,

alld tbe multiplicity is one (i.e. diulC Horn = 1).

(iii) The map (J, A) ~ TI E 82 which is given by (ii) induces a bijection betweell G
cOlljugacy c1asses oEextended simple types and the set oE discrete series representations
oE G. The discrete series representation II which is assigned to (J, A) is cuspical iff
II = indc(A).

Remarks: 1. indc(A) denotes the induction with compact support.
2. (ii) may be reformulated hy using (.R, IndJl (A)) instead of (J, A). This point of view

is adopted hy Howe and Moy in the tarne case.
3. A special instance of (ii) is II = indc(A) which occurs iff TI is supercuspidal.

Otherwise there is a uniquely determined maxinlal suhspace in indo(A) such that the
factor is a discrete series representation.

We are going to prove parts (ii), (iii) of 2.9. As to (i), the proof is essentially the
same as that of [Zigo ], 4.6 hut we will not go into that. According to (iii), it is enough to
paranletrize the conjugacy classes of EST's in order to get an overview over the discrete
series representations. We will do that in the fourth section. We will approach 2.9 via
a property of the simple types which is not lnentioned explicitly in [BK] hut is an easy
consequence of §7. Namely:

2.10 Proposition: Let (Ja,).) be a sünple type oE G. All discrete series representa

tiollS Ir E 82 wbich contain (Jo,).) [ornl an equivalence c1ass with respect to twistillg by
ullramined characters.

Prüof: We consider JO C J = Nc(Jo,A) C .R = Jl(21) where the maximal compact
lllodulo-center group .R and the principal order 2t resp. are uniquely determined. Then
we have JO = J n 2! >1<. If x: F* / UF ~ C* is an unramified eharacter, then X= X 0 detAI F

vanishes on 21* because det(2!*) ~ UF. Hence TI :> (JO, A) implies II 0 X :> (Ja, A) for all
lmramified characters X.

Now we need the following fundamental properties of simple types which we have not
yet mentioned:

2.11 (see [BK]§§5,7) (i) Let (Ja,).) be a simple type which is associated to a simple
stratum a + 2! and consider !( 2 E 2 F as in (3) and in 2.6. Then there is a canonieal
family of Hecke algebra isomorphisms

where 1 denotes the unit representation of the Iwallori subgroup 2!'K of GLK.
(ii) Let 2!d(G, Ja, A) be the category of admissible G-representations of finite length

such that each cornposition factor eontains (Ja, A). Then an equivalence
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can be obtained which has the following properties:

if IIf( ~ II, then IdetAK/K 11< ® IIK ~ IdetA/F IF ® II for all s E ce ([BK] 7.5.12).

IIK E CL K -- is a discrete series representation iff II E Gis discrete series ([BI<] 7.7.1).

We use 2.11 to reduce our Proposition to the case (Jo,..\) = (21*, 1) where 2l* is an
Iwahori suhgroup of C, i.e. the period of the principal order 2l is e(21/o F ) = N.

Leluma 2.12: Let 2(* be an Iwabori subgroup o{ C. Tben tbe irreducible discrete se
ries representations (roln 2ld(C, 2(* , 1) are precise1y tbe unralnified twists o{ tbe Steinberg
representation St.

Praof: Let II E 2ld(C, 2l*, 1) be irreducible. If we apply [BK] (7.3.8) to thc simple type
(21*,1) with e = e(2!/ 0 F) = N, then we see that the supercuspidal support of II consists
of N unramified characters of F*. Moreover, if II is a discrete series representation the
supercuspidal support has to be a "seglnent" X, X(l), ... ,X(N - 1), where X( i) := X . II~.

From Bernstein, Zelevinsky we know that the map

(Z) II E (G)-- f-4 supercuspidal support of II

is injective if we restrict to discrete series representations, and it is compatible with twisting
by characters of F*. We consider the special case where B is the Borel group of upper
triangular matrices in G. For r: F* --t C* and f = r 0 detA / F we obtain

f ® IndBro (X 0 X(l) 0··· ® X(N -1)) = IndBro (rx ® (rx)(l) 0··· 0 (rx)(N - 1))

which proves the twist property of (Z) in that special case. Because all unran1ified segments
are obtained by twisting a fixed unramified segment with the unramified characters of F*,
our assertion follows from (Z). 0 (2.12), (2.10)

Now UJe come to the pooj oj 2.9 (ii). From (J, A) we go back to the simple type (J D,..\)

where Ja = J n Q:(* and ..\ = Res(A). Let 6. be the unralnified twist dass of all discrete
series representations TI E 82 which contain (Ja, A) (see 2.10). On the other hand, let r
be the set of EST's (J, A') which extend (Ja, A).

Step 1: We define a map

(7) II E 6.~ (J,Arr ) E r

Namely, if TI :> (Ja, A) let V'\ be the ..\-component of the representation space Vrr considered
as a JO-space. (V'\ is finite dimensional because II is adnüssible and JO is an open subgroup
of G). Using that Ja is anormal subgroup in J and that ..\ is J-invariant, we conclude
that V'\ is even a J -space. Moreover, we have

2.13 Leuulla: (Jo,..\) occurs in Vrr with mu1tiplicity one.

Pro0 f: In view of the Hecke isomorphislll 2.11 (i), the proof is the same as that of [HM]
Cor. 5.5 (a). Namely, the Lemma is reduced to the case (Ja, ..\) = (2i* , 1), where 2l* is an
Iwahori subgroup of G. In that case II is an unramified twist of the Steinberg representation
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(see 2.12), and we are left to show that (21*, 1) occurs in 5t with multiplicity one which is
weIl known. 0

From the Lemma we conclude that VA is irreducible as a JO-space hence as a J-space
too. And the map (7) is giyen by assigning the J -space V'\ to a rr E 6..

Step 2: The map (7) is surjective.
Let x: F* / UF -+ C* be an unramified character. With X = X 0 det A / F, an easy propcrty
of (7) is

(8) Ax0TI = X0 An E J""

Using (3)3, we have J = L*· J O, and [L: P] = N implies XIL- = X 0 NLIF. But X = IIF for
some sEC and INLIFIF = IIL. Hence X0 An = Ili ~ An, where Ili acts on L* JO / JO ,....,
L* /UL. Therefore we see that the characters X0 An cover aU extensions from ..\ onto J if
X runs over the unramified characters of F*.

Step 3: The map (7) is injective.
Let X: P* -+ C· be an unramified character such that An = Ax0Il . Then we have to
show II = X0 II. Because of (8) and the identification J / JO = L· / UL (see 5tep 2), our
assumption implies:

(9)

Putting a prime element 1rL into the argument and using X 0 N LIF(7rL) = X( 1r~), we sec
that (9) is equivalent to Xl =1 where f = fLIF denotes the inertial degree. So we are left
to show that Xi _ 1 implies X0 II = II. Here we can use (2.11) (ii). NB.luely, X = II} for

some sEC. Then Xi =1 iff 17rFI~f = 17rKlk = 1 (note that f = fK/F because LI!{ is
fuily ramified) iff I1k =1. Now if II corresponds to rr K E 21d(GL K , 21K' 1) then by 2.11
(ii) X0 rr = Idet I} ~ rr corresponds to IdetAKIK Ik ~ IIK = IIK (because of IIR- =1),
hence X~ II = II.

Altogether we see that (7) is a natural bijection, and that the extended simple type
(J, An) has multiplicity one in TI. Further from [EZ] or (Cas] 2.3.1, 2.3.2 we obtain the
Frobenius reciproeity

where " ...... " denotes the contragredient achnissible representation. But rr is from the dis
erete series. henee Ir = X ® fi, where fi is the complex conjugate representation and X is
a eertain real charaeter. Therefore (llJ) ...... = IIJ.

We are left with the prooj 0/2.9 (iii). By [BI<] (8.4.3) any diserete series representation
contains a simple type, hence an extended simple type toD, i.e. our map is surjective. On
the other hand, the simple type (Jo, A) in II is unique up to conjugation, and from 2.13
we see that (Jo, A) has a urnque extensioin (J, A) in II. Henee the EST (J, A) in II is
unique up to conjugation too. If II = indc(A) then by a weil known argument II is
cuspidal. On the other hand frorn [BI(] we know that the simple type (Jo,..\) c II is
maximal if II is supereuspidal. This means L = K in the notation of (3)3 and 2.6, henee
[G(Jo, >...) = j(. JO = J, hence indc(A) = II is irreducible. 0 (2.9)
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2.14 Corollary: For II E 82 let fn be the cardinal number of unramified cbaracters
x: F* ~ C* SUc11 that X0 II == IT, and let e be tbe period of the principal order Q1 such
that II contains an extended siInple type (J, A) whicb is in Jt == Jt(21). Then:

e· frr == N.

Proof: We fix a simple type (JD
, A) eIland consider the bijection (7). Because it is

compatible with unrarnified character twist, we conclude:

!n=={Xix0 A ==A}==!L1F

as we have seen in Step 3 of the proof of 2.9 (ii). But [L: F] == N and L *

NjfLIF == eLIF == e.
For an extended simple type (l, A) define:

C J\ implies
o

. ) { 0 if AI Jl == 1](A :=
lTIax { i; AI Ji 1=- 1} otherwise.

Note that j (A) == 0 implies ?Tl == 1 hence J1 == U l because Indu l (7f1) is irreducible. But if
(J I , ?Tl) == (U 1

, 1), then from (4), (5) follows E == F and 1 == Jt, such that A is a "cuspidal"
representation of JtjU1. On the other hand if j(A) == j =I 0 then J[j/2]+1 == U[i/2]+1 as we
have stated at the very end of 2.2. Moreover j =I 0 corresponds to Cl' + 21 =f:. 21, i.e. Cl' ~ 21
for an associated simple stratum, llamely vp(Cl') == -j because

A(l + x) == VJF 0 TrAIF(ax) ·1

for x E p[j/21+1. Especially AIUj corresponds to the stratum ll' + p-i+ l . (Note that 'l/JF
has conductor l, i.e. 'ljJ F (f.:l F) =l, 'ljJ F (0 F) =!= 1). This stratum is fundaInental becausc er is
21-pure, hence ll' +p-i+1 == ll" U l ~ J\ such that Q' +p- j+l contains no nilpotent elements
(see [I{M] 1.3). In terms of [BFr] (2.2.8) this also means that Q' + p-j+l is non-degenerate
which we will use in the next section. The level of Q' + p-j+l is by definition:

f(ll' +p-j+1) == -vp(a)je == j je,

where e is the period of 21. Identifying ll' + p-j+1 with Aluj, we may say that

II ~ A ~ Cl' + p-j+l if II E 82 corresponds to (J, A).

Now it is known that all fundamental strata in a representation II E G have the saule
level, and this is by definition the level f(Il). If j(A) == 0, i.e. if II contains a "cuspidal"
representation of some fi..jU 1 , then the level f(IT) is defined to be zero (see [I(M], 1.3, 1.4
for more details and hints). Thus we have:

2.15 Corollary: H II E O2 corresponds to tlle extended simple type (l, A), then it }las

the level:
f(Il) == { 0 if A jl =l, hence J1 == U

1
, J = Jt

j (A ) j e otherwise

(where e is the period oE tbe uniquely detennined principal order 21 whicb is normalized
by J).
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3. Interdependence of the exponential Artin conductor and
the level of a discrete series representation

In this section we want to compare the level of TI E 82 with its exponential Artin
conductor a(TI) which yields anothcr interpretation of a(II) than that of [J, P, Sh] - at
least for the discrete series representations. (In loc. cit. a(II) has been interprcted for all
generic representations.) Let us recaU the definition of a(TI):

Let BIF be a central simple algebra of index N and let TI E B*-- be an irreducible
admissible representation. The exponential Artin conductor a(II) is given by the equation:

(1) e(s, II, 7}J F) = e(O, IT, 7}J F ) . q~a(I1).~ for all sEC, where the e-factor is defined as in
[GJ], Theorem 3.3 (4), where 7}JF: P+ ~ C* is an additive character of conductor 0
and where qF = IkFI is the order of the residue field.

We relnark that a(Il ® INrdl ~) = a(TI) for all tEe because e(s, Il 0 INrdl ~, 7}J F) =
c(s + t, II, 7}JF), i.e. a(Il) is invariant with respect to unramified character twist. And in
the case B = P, Le. Il is a character of P*, the usual exponential Artin conductor is
recovered.

We want to compare a(TI) and f(Il) in the case where B = A = MN(P) and B = D
a division algebra of index N resp. Before stating our lnain result we have still to define
P(Il) for division algebra representations. Namely:

(2) For TI E D*-- define j(II) = 0 if uh c Ker Il and j(II) = max{i; IIlui t=- i} otherwise
and define the level to be

e(Il) := j(II)/N.

The main result of this section is:

3.1 Theorem: (i) Let II E G2 be a discrete series representation. HIT is not an unram
ified twist oE tbe Steinberg representation BtN, tben: a(IT) = N(f(II) + 1). On tbe other
band, we bave

e(s,BtN,7}JF) = (_l)N-I. q~t-S)(N-I)

hence a(TI) = N - 1 iE II is an unramified twist oE BtN.

(ü) Assulne that n E D*-- is not an unramified character. Then:

a(ll) = N(e(II) + 1).

On the other hand, iE 1 is tbe unit representation oE D* then:

hence a(x) = N - 1 iE X= X 0 Arrd is an unramified character oE D* (i. e. X: P'" / u F ~

C* ).

Proof: To begin with we prove (i) in the case where II E G2 is not an unramified twist
of StN. Consider an extended simple type (J, A) which corresponds to II by 2.9 (iii).
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Then we will apply [BFr] (3.3.8) to p = Indjl(A), where Jt :> J is thc uniquely detennined
maximal cOInpact modulo center subgroup. Namely as we have seen before 2.15, A (hence
p) contains a fundamental stratum a + p-j+I ~ ~ which means that p is nondegenerate.
Note that the case j (A) = 0 is ine!uded into the definition of "non-degenerate" too ([BFr]
2.2.8 ff). Therefore [BFr] (3.3.8) gives us thc formula:

(3) c(Il,s) = N(1J2i · f(p)( !-,,)/N . W(p),

where 1J21 is the differente of 2J.jZp, (21 heing the principal order that correspollds to Jt)
where N(D) = (2(: D) for an ideal D C 21, where f(p) = pvp(f(p» is the conductor of p and
where vV(p) is the root nUInber of p which does not depend on s (see [BFr] (2.8.9»).

3.2 Remark: We have used [BFr] 3.4.(C). According to that remark, (3) is valid not only
for supercuspidal Il but for all II such that L(Il, s) = L(I1 Y

, s) = 1. Therefore from [J]
(3.1) we see that (3) applies to discrete series representations too if we exclude unramified
twists of the Steinberg representatioll.

Because of the definition of f(p) in [BFr] (2.2.3) we see that

(4) vp(f(p» = e . f(l1) + 1

where f(Il) is the level and e is the period of 2t Note that in our case vp(f(p) i= 0
because 11 is cuspidal. Further, if D is apower of the Jacobson radical P of 21, then an
easy comptution gives us: ,

(5)

Because ~21 = pe-1 . .6., where.6. is the differente of op/Zp, and because vp(.6.) = e.vF(.6.),
we obtain from (4), (5):

(6) N( t;'\ f( »)I/N N[VF(~)+l(rr)+I]
..t.I21' P = qF .

Now we remark that the c-factor of [BFr] and that of [GJ] Theorem 3.3 (4) are related by
the formula:

(7) c:(II,s) = c:(s,II,7j/)

where 7/J' = 7/JQp . Trpl<b is an additive character of F, which is lifted froln the additive
character ,pQp having conductor 0 (i.c. 7/JQp vanishes on Zp hut not on p-1 Zp). According
to (1) we neecl6(s,II,,pF) where,pF has conductor 0 with respect to F. Hcnce:

(8) ,p'(X) = 7/JF(x8)

where 8 E F is a generator of the absolute differente.6.. Using [GJ] (3.3.5), we conclude
from (7), (8):

(9) c(s, II, 7/JF ) = w(8-1) . 18-11~("-1/2) . c:(Il, s)
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where w is the central character of TI. B~1t 18-11F = q'7'(~), such that from (3), (6), (9)
we obtain:

( II "I. ) - ("-1). N(l(IT)+1)(1/2-o9). W( ) - -o9N(l(IT)+l). (0 II ~/. )e s, ,0/F - W Q qF P - qF e , ,0/F ,

hence a(II) = N(R(TI) + 1)'-
We come to the proof of 3.1 (i) in the case where TI E 82 is an unramified twist of

the Steinberg representation. Using a Theorem of Zelevinsky, we know that every discrete
series representation II is the unique irreducible quotient of IndPiG(O"l 0 ... ® O"N/n),
where n is a divisor of N, P ~ G is a parabolic subgroup with the Levi component
GLn(F) x ... x GLn(F) ~ G (where the number of faetors is Njn), and

O"i = 0"11 det 1~1 for i = 1, ... ,NIn

are cuspidal representations of GLn(F).
The Steinberg representation TI = StN is obtained for n = 1 and 0"1 = Idet 1~1 /2(N-l).

This ensures that the supercuspidal support of St N has the property {0"1, ... , 0" N} =
{GI, ... ,aN} because ai = 0";1. Henee StN is selfdual.

The ,-factor of II E 8 is by definition:

,(s,II,V;F) = e(s,IT,V;F)' L(l- s,fi)jL(s, TI).

From [J] (2.7.3), (2.3) we know that in the situation of Zelevinsky's Theorenl we have

(10)
N/n

,es, TI, 'l/JF) = rr ,es, O"i, V;F).
i=l

In the case IT = SiN one ean use (10) with n = 1 and O"i = Idet 1;1/2(N+l)+i. Then the
computation of [GJ], p. 97 (where the notation is e'(s, 0", 'IjJ) instead of ,(s, 0", 'IjJ» gives us
the formula for e(s, StN , 'IjJ F ).

Next we apply (3) to prove 3.1 (ii). In the case of a diviJion algebra we simply have
p = TI and 2! = (9 (= integers of D) beeause D* is eompact modulo center. Therefore (3)
turns into:

(3)D e(II, s) = N (1)0 . f( II) )( ~ - ~ )/N . W (II) ,

where 2)0 is the differente of (9 jZp, and fell) is the eonduetor of II. If II is not an unramified
eharaeter, then from [BFr] (2.2.3) we see that

vp(f(TI» = N . f(Il) + 1,

where P is the prime ideal of (9 and f(IT) is the level. If Dis apower of P, then:

N(D) := ((9: D) = q~·lIP(O).
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Using 'Da = pN-l . .6., where .6. is as before, we conclude that:

(11)

Again we have to use the formula (9) such that (3)n, (11) imply:

where w is the central character of ll, hence a(ll) = N(f(ll) + 1).
We are left with the case where TI is an unramified character of D* , and here we have

to compute e(s, 1, 'ljJF)' Computing e(l, s) by means of (3)n, we can use [BFr] (2.8.13) (ii),
which gives us:

W(lD*) . y(lD*) = [W(lF* ) . y(lF* )]N,

where for the mOlnent we have written lD* instead of 1. But apparently y(lD-) =
y(lF-) = -1 and W(lF-) = 1, hence W(ID*) = (_l)N-l, and because of f(lD-) = <9 thc
formula (3)D yields:

Again we use '])0 = pN-l . .6. and proceed as before to obtain

Using the congruence Gauss sums of [BFr] we want to make the formulas for e(s, n, 'lj; F )

a little more precise by reducing them to a congruence Gauss sum for the extended simple
type (J, A) corresponding to TI. In the division algebra case, an extended simple type is
nothing else than an admissible pair with respect to the principal unit filtration D* :::>
Ub :::> U'b :::> ••. which gives rise to IT.

We begin by defining the congruence Gauss sums for an arbitrary additive character
'ljJ: F+ ---+ C* with conductor fF( 'ljJ) = l'F'
3.3 Definition: Let 3\ = 3\(21), P = Jac(21) be a maximal compact mod center subgroup
in the central simple algebra B / F, and let p E Ji'" be an irreducible representation. The
congruence Gauss SUffi r(p, 'ljJ) is the value of the scalar operator

T(p, 'ljJ) = L p(e-lu) . 'l/JB(e-1u)
uE(21/Hp»*

where.,pB = 'l/JoTrdB/F, f(p) = pj+l is the conductor of p (we will always assurne pl2t* t= 1,
Le. j ~ 0), and where e is any generator of the ideal f('l/JB)-lf(p) = pe-I. fF('l/J)-l . f(p)
(which is apower of P). e := e(21/oF) = e(21/<9D)' e((JD/oF), if B is a matrix algebra
over a division algebra D.

For a E F* define 'l/Ja by: 'ljJa(x) = 'ljJ(ax). Then fF( 'ljJa)-l = a· fF( 'ljJ )-1, hence a slllaU
computation yields:
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3.4 Lemma: T(p, 'l/Ja) = wp(a)-l . T(p, 'l/J), where wp:P* ~ C* is the central character
defined by p.

Now the formula of [BFr] (3.3.8) reads:

(12)

where:

(13)

e(s, II, 'l/J) = N (f( p) . f( 'l/J B ) -1 ) ( t -")/N . W (p, 'l/J )

if p E ~- is a nondegenerate representation occurring in II and if L(II, s) = L(II-, s) = 1.
N is the index of B / P and m is determined by B :: M m (D).

Note that as a conscquence of 3.4 we obtain:

(14) W(P,7/Ja) = wp(a)' W(p, 'l/J).

We consider the case that p E ~- is induced by A E J-, where F* c J c ~ is a
subgroup of finite index. Modulo twist with X= X 0 NrdB / F , where X:P"'/Up -t C'" is
an unramified character, we can assume that p alld A are finite representatiolls. Hcnce we
have the usual formula cOllllecting the characters XP and XA. Now we apply this formula
to

T (p, 'l/J) . dirn p = L Xp ( C-1 U ) 7/JB ( C-1 u)
uE(~/f(p))·

l.e. we substitute Xp( c-1u) = 2: X~ (r-1c-1ur), where R is a residue system of fi../ J.
rEH

Then we interchange the SUIUS and replace r- 1 c-1ur = (r-1c-1r)(r-1ur) by r-1c-1ru
because the summation is over u. VVe find:

NDW we assume c E J, then:

iff

where JO = J n 21*. Hence

Lx~(r-lc-lru)'l/JB(r-lc-1ru)= L XA(C-1U)' 'l/JB(C-1U)
u u E JO / 1+ f( p)

is independent from r E R, and we conclude:

T(p, 1j;) . dirn p = (5\: J)T( A, 1j;) . dirn A.
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3.5 Proposition: H p = IndJlJl(A) and if f( 'l/JB )-1 . f(p) has a generator in J (i.e. c21* C

J2t''' for any c as in 3.3), then:

(15) T(p, W) = T(A, W)

where T(A, W) is tbe value of the scalar operator L: A(C-1U)WB(C-1
U) where the sum is

u

aver U E JO /1 + f(p) and c is now a generator off(1/JB)-l . f(p) in J. 0

Note that (15) holds for all additive characters because F* C J and that f(p) = f(A).
Now we consider II E G2 , D*-- resp., and we take (J, A) to be a corresponding EST.

Moreover let W be an additive character of conductor o. Then from (8) we see W = W~-l ,
and the computations in proving Theorem 3.1 give us:

(16) ( II "t,) - N(l(fI)+l).( ~ -8) . W( "t.)
c S, ,lf" - qF p, lf" ,

where p = IndJlJl(A). We check that Proposition 3.5 is applicable, i.e. that f(WB)-lf(p)
has a generator in J. For that we mayassume that 'l/J has conductor PF. Then f( 'l/J B ) -1 .

f(p) = p-1 . f(p) = pj(p), where j(p) = j(A) is the index of p, A resp. Now if (J, A) is
related to the simple stratum a + 21 then on one hand j(A) = -vp(a) and on the other
hand JtE C J (see 2.(3)) where E = F(a). (In the division algebra case we have D"E C J).
Hence we can take c-1 = ()' E J. Therefore:

3.6 Theorem: H TI E 82 , D*-- resp. corresponds to an extended simple type (J, A) and
if WF: F+ -t C* is an additive character of conductor PF, then:

where W(A, WF) = (_1)N-m . Nf(A)-1/2 .T(A v, 1f;F), with m = 1, N jfB / F is the division
algebra and matrix algebra resp.

Remark: Note that A and p = IndJlJl(A) have the same conductor f(A) = f(p) and that
in case f(p) = P we have p = A.

Proof: 'l/JF,7rF has conductor 0F. Hence we cau apply (16) and (15). The result follows
from 1V(A, WF,7rF) = wn (7r F ) . W (A, ,p F ). D
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4. Parametrizing extended simple types

In view of 2.9 we have to find a parameter system for the G-conjugacy classes of
extended simple types. We consider 1'- from 1.(12) and

1'N := {t E 1'-; deg(t) I N}

where the degree of an R-polynomial has been defined in 1.2. We are going now to construet
an injection of 'IN into the set of G-conjugacy dasses of extended simple types (which in
fact is a bijection). Of course we could replaee 'IN by SN' PN resp. (which are defined
in the same way as 7 N). Taking TN is especially useful for eounting procedures. We will
not go into that but will work only with 7"N. Before going ahead two remarks might be in
order:

Remarks: 1. 7'N will turn out to be not a eanonical system of parameters because thc
eonstruction of the conjugacy dass of EST's (J, A) whieh is assigned to t E TNwill depend
on certain choices.

2. According to a conjecture of Langlands it should be possible to parametrize thc
irreducible admissible representations of the absolute Weil group WF ~ Gal(F/F) whieh
are of dimension dividing N in tenns of 1''N too. But here it seems to be more advantageous
to use SN' PN resp. (see §6 of [ZiS9 ] for same more preeise eonjeetures. The case p t N
can be settled in an easy way as it is explained there after 6.6).

For all eiN we fix a principal order 21e in A and a map

(1)

as in Part I, Prop. 2.4, where (Jf, rrf) is an admissible pair (in the sense of [Ziss ], section
2) with respect to the filtration

with ~ being the G normalizer of 21e. ~; denotes a fundaInental domain for Ad(Jl)\A(21e )

/2J.e , hence a f E ~; is a uniquely detennined root of J(T) in A which is 2J.e-pure, and
Cl'f +2J.e is a simple stratum. Mostly we are considering a fixed order 2i == 21e and therefore
omit the subscript e (== period of 21).

(Jf, 7rf) is a pair associated to the silnple stratum cx f + 2l which has the properties
2.1, 2.2 (if we take the sequence J~ :> 21* :> U I :> U2 :> ... ), 2.3 and 2.4. Note that 7rf
is jast one of the representations 7r occurring in 2.4, i.e. 1rf restricted to J} is irreducible

and is a Heisenberg representation 7r1 of J}. Now we have E = F(cxf) c A, and we fix a
maximal extension LIE with the property L* C JlE = Jl n AE. Then we write JlLIE, 2lL1E
instead of JlE, 2lE resp. and thereby we think of the construction in the proof of 1.1 in
Part 1. Hellce

(2)
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is the product of eLlE exemplars of GL kE (k L ), and

(3)

According to 2.5 (which is [BI<:] (5.5.10)) a simple type is obtained ty tensoring
Res(1f'f) E (JJ)-- with the inflation (see (2)) of a representation (®ao)eLIE, which is to
denote the external tensor power of an irreducible cuspidal representation 0-0 of GL kE (k L ).

Hence an extended simple type (J f) A) is 0 btained by tensoring 7r f with a representation
R.a. of (3) that extends same (®ao)eLIE. Here our main result in this section is:

4.1 Main Lelllma: Let LIF be a finite extension and let J\LIF ~ GLF(L) be tbe maximal

compact-moduio-center subgroup associated to 21LIF. Let r F ~ Gal(FIF) be tl1e tarne
Weil group. Tben there is a well defined injection

(4)

oE irreducib1e admissib1e representations R E r F -- oE dimension f LI F, which has the fo1
lowing properties:

(i) Tbe image consists oE aJl irreducib1e representations Rji, tbe restrietion oE which
to 2l~IFIUl '" [GLkF(kL)]eLIF is an external tensor power oE a cuspidal representation oE

GLkF(k L).
(ii) The map (4) lifts tbe bijectioll (due to J. Green)

between Galois orbits oE regular characters and irreducib1e cuspidal representations 01
GLkF(kL). Name1y, let K be the mertial neid in LIF, and via

(wbere K* IU]< is idelltiB.ed with rj/ and IndF denotes the induction from r K to r F)
identify the range oE (4) witll tbe set oE G KIF-orbits oE regular c11aractcrs cP. Then iE
RJiIQ(- = (00-0)e L IF, the Galois orbit oE 4>0 = 4>IUK (whieh is a regular charaeter oE

LIF

kK= kiJ corresponds to 0-0 under (5).
(iii) H x: F* I U} ~ C* is a tame eharac ter, tben

where X= X 0 det is tbe corresponding character oE GLF(L).

Before proving the Main Lemma) we will explain how it is used. Looking at (3), from
the Main Lelnma we conclude that Rji should be related to an irreducible representation
R of the tame Weil group rE C Gal(EIE) which is of dimension fLIE. On the other hand,
we know that fLIF = Nie, where e is the period of Q! (see at the very end of Section 2).
Hence:

(6) dirn R = NlefEIF,
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Now we consider an R-polynomial t = [R, ß] E 'IN' To avoid confusion let J(T) be the
polynolnial and let It be the inertial clegree which are associated to t (see 1.(3) and 1.2).
Because Jt = dimeR) IF(ß)/F and F(ß) 'V F(O:j) = E (see (1)), we see fronl (6)2 that the
extended simple type (J, A) corresponding to t should be related to the principal order
Q{ = 21 e where e = Nllt. Namely, for that e we have J(T) E F[T]~N/e because IF(ß)/F

divides ft = Nie and eF(ß)/F = deg(t)1 ft divides NI ft = e. Moreover, if we choose L[F
as in (2), then eLIF = e implies ILIF = Nie = ft and ILIE = ItllEjF = dirn R. So we
have:

where e = NI It, and we use the isomorphism F(ß) ~ E = F( er J) which takes ß to a j

to transfer R E rF(ß) into a representation R E rE"(dim = ILIE)' If we start from
(aRa- 1 , a(ß)) E t we get the same R E rE'" because then we have to use the isomorphism
F(a(ß)) 'V E = F(Cif) which takes a(ß) to erJ. Now we can apply the Main LeIllIna:

(7h

and by means of (3) we arrive at the following

4.2 Definition: The extended simple type (J, A) which is associated to t = [R, ß] E fj"N
is contained in J{e = J{(2le) where e = N j It and is given by J = JJ, A = 7f f 0 RSi , where
I(T) and Rji are as in (7)1, (7)2.

Before stating some properties of the map t l---+ (J, A) we return to the
Proof of the Maiß Leluma: We begin with the case where LIF is unramified. Then
R E rF"(dim = ILIF) has the form R = IndF (4)) where 4>: L* jUi ---7 C* is an F-regular
character, i.e. all conjugates are different. stLIF C GLF(L) has the period e = 1, JlLIF =
L* . 2lilF = F* ·2l1IF'

(8)

and there exists a uniquely determined irreducible representation Rf( of (8) such that:

(4.1.1) (i) On GLkF(kL), RSi is the irreducible cuspidal representation which is assigned
to the Galois orbit of the regular character C/>O E (kr.)".

(E) On the center (F* jU}) ~ fi..LIFjU1
, Rf( gives rise to the character <pp = c/>!p•.

Remark: Note that the intersection (F* jU}) n GLkF (kL ) of subgroups in J{LIF jU1 con
sists of the scalar matrices k'F ~ GLkF(kL). Hence, accorcling to thc results of J. Green,
the defini tion (4.1.1) is consistellt (see [Rei], 2.7 for some further details).

From the definition the property 4.1 (ii) is obvious. We verify 4.1 (iii): Note that
X0R = IndF (x·NL1F 0<p) and (xoNLIF 0<p)o = (XOONkLlkF)0<po, where Xo = X[k;'. As we
know from J. Green, the cuspical representation of GLkF(kL) assigned to (Xo ONkL IkF)(9<PO
is Xo (9 Rji where Xo = Xo 0 det is a character of GLkF(kL). Hence 4.1 (iii) is correct on
GLkF(kL) ~ J{LjFjU1

. On the other hand:

(x 0 N L/F) . q,[F· = X[L:F] • c/>F = (X 0 RSi)[P·
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because XIF. = XN . Therefore, 3.1 (iii) is correct on F* /U 1 too.
Now we come to the general caJe. Then we have

(9) (see (3))

where e = eL / F and the intersection of the two factors is kL diagonally embedded into
[GLkF(kL)]e. Hence:

(9)'

is asemidireet product. We are going to eompute the 7l'"L-eonjugation on [GLkp(kL)]e.
Write 21,P instead of21L / F ,PL/ F resp. Then we have a natural isomorphism

Let x = <po +... +<Pe-l be the corresponcling decomposition of x E ~/P. 'Pi can be given
as: 'Pi = {7r~( ~ 7l'"~. Xi(()} where xi E Endkp(OL/PL), which gives rise to:

(10)

We want to compute 7l'"LX7r"L1. Obviously:

Now we consider

(10)'

We have to identify (10)' with an elenlent from Endkp(oL/PL)' This is done by using

(11) JrL - JrF . A mod ui, where 7rF E F, A E kLo

Then (10)' turns into

and by substituting u = A( E OL/PL we obtain

So we may state:
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4.3 Lemlua: Cansider x ~ (xo, . .. ,Xe-I) as in (10). Tben

if 1rL =1rp . .A mod Ul, wbere .\ E ki C GLkp (kL). 0

Relllark: 1rL being fixed, the result in 4.3 does not depend on the choice of the prime
element 1rp. Another choice of 7f p changes .\ by a factor from k} but X e-l is a k p
endoluorphism.

Now we are going to define rp ....... (dim = fLjP) ~ (SiLjPIU1)....... in the general case.
Let ]( be the inertial field in LIF. According to (4.1.1) we get

(12)

To avoid any confusion we write here Ro instead of Rft. We note JtKjFIU1 = F* IU} .
GLkF(kL). Let V be the representation space of Ro. Fronl (12) we deduce a representation
of F*· 21i/F/U1 = (F*IU})· [GLkF(kL)]e in the space (®v)e, namely:

(13) R,a(o:' (xo, ... , Xe-I)) : = Ro(axo) @ ... @ Ro(axe-1)

= 1>F(a) . (Ra (x0) @ ... 0 Ro(xe -1 ))

where we have used (4.1.1) (ii). F*· 21~/p C JiLjF = L* . 21L/p is anormal subgroup with

a cyclic factor which is L*IF* UL ~ Z IeZ and is generated by 1rL. We extend R.a onto
SiLj F as follows:

(4.1.2) Definition: Let RJi(7fL) be the operator on (®Vy which is given by RJi(7fL):=
[RO(7rFA') @ 1··· @ 1] ·5, where .\' E kl C GLkp(kL ) is determined by:

7f1 =7fF . .\' ·8 lllOd ui

{
+1 if e' is odd

8=
-1 if e' is even

(e' denotes the prime-to-p factor of e), where 1 is the unit operator Oll V and where 5 is
the operator on (@vy which is given by S(vo ® ... ® Ve-l) = Ve-1 ® Va ... 0 Ve-2.

Remark: Note that for p = 2 we have always 8 = 1. The reason for modifying (11) is the
property 4.5 below.

We are going to verify

4.4 Lemilla: (i) R.a(1rL)· R.a(x), R.a(7fL)-l = R.a(1rLX1rr;1) for x = a(xo, ... ,Xe-I) E
F* IU I

. (GLkF(kL)]e.
(ii) Rjl(1rL)e = Rfi(1rF(.A, ... , .\)) with tbe notations fram 4.3.

Proof: (i) Obviously we have S . Rfi(X) . S-l = R.a(a(xe-I, xo, .. . ,Xe-2 )), hence:

R.a(1rL) . Rfi(X) . Rfi (1rL)-I = [RO(1rFA') 01··· ® 1] . Rfi(a(xe-I, Xo, , Xe-2))'
. [Ro(1rF '\') e> 1 0 1]-1

= Rjl(a(.\'Xe-l .\,-1 ,XO, ... ,Xe -2)).
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Because of AI = ±A we obtain AI Xe-l A'-l = AXe-1 A-1 such that (i) follows from 4.3.
(ii) Define T := RO(7fFA') ~ 1··· ~ 1. Hence:

Naw we use se = 1, SiTS- i = 1 ~ ... R(7rFA') ~ ... ~ 1 where RO(7fFAI) is shifted from
the first to the (i +1) position. Hence

If e' is add we are done because A' = A. If el is even we get A' = -A and e is even tao.
Hence:

R~(7rF(A', ... , A')) = (~Ro(1rF"\')Y = q)F( _l)e . RJl(7fF(A, ... ,A)) =

= Rfi.(7fF(A, ... , A))

where we have used (4.1.1) (ii). 0
Fr~m the lemma we see that, by (4.1.1), (4.1.2), we have a weil defined representation

R,il such that the map (4) has been established.
Our next aim is the proof of 4.1 (iii) in the general case. We need the following lemlna:

4.5 Lelnlna: Let!{ be tbe mertial field in LIF, e = eLIF and e' tlIe prin1e- to-p eOD1ponen t
of e. Tben:

7fL == 8· NLIK(llL) mod uL
where 8 is defined as in (4.1.2).

Proof: We can assume !( = F, i.e. LIF is fully unramified. Let LIF be the normal
closure of LIF in PIF. Then

where (J runs over a system of representatives of G LIFIGLI L' We put G LIF = G, G LIL =
H. then H I = GI n H where H I , GI are the subgroups of wild ramification, hence
GIIH I ~ GIH. And if 0") E G) then 7ft-ul E Ul. Hence if L) I F is the maximal tarne
subextension of L I F, then:

Now 7r) = N L / L 1 ( 7rL) is a prime element of L), and we are left to show that:
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Our computation is in Lr /UL
I
~ L* /Ui. By an unrarnified base change we cau shift LI / F

into a cyclic extension EL I / E. Then we know that

is an injective homomorphism of groups. Therefore

{ 1-0- G } {I eI-I}trI jaE ELdE = ,8, ... ,8

is a cyclic group of order e' in kE. Hence

e'/N () 1 2 e/-I !e/(e'-I) C E k* D1rI L I /F 7TI = 'S'S "'8 =8 =u E'

Now we come to the proof of 4.1 (iii). It is enough to show that

(i) (X 0 R)~ = X0 R~ on F*2!i/F C ßiL / F

(ii) (X 0 R)~ = X0 Rji if the argument is 1rL·

As to (i), we use (13) and the property 4.1 (iii) of R ~ Ra:

(x ~ R)~(a(xo, ... ,Xe-I» = (X Q9 R)o(axo) ~ ... ® (X ® R)O(aXe-l) =

= X(a(xo, ,Xe-I»' Ro(axo) 0··· Q9 Ro(aXe-I) =
= X(a(xo, ,Xe-I»' R~(a(xo, ... ,Xe-I»'

Note that X(U 1
) == 1 for U I = UL/ F C JtL/F, because X is a tarne character. Therefore it

is possible to consider X as a character of J\L/F/U I
. As to (ii), we use (4.1.2) which gives

us:

(14)

Moreover (X ® R)O(1rFA') = X(N/,.:/F(1rFA'». RO(1rFA') where!( is the inertial field. This
is because R ~ Ra has the property 4.1 (iii) and "det" restricted to 1(* ~ GLF(K) agrees
with N K / F .

Now from 1rL - 1rF . A' . h mod Ul and 4.5 we conclude:

1rFA' =NL/K( 7T L) mod ui, hence

N K/ F(7TFA') == N L/F(7TL) mod ul

On the other hand 1rL E L* ~ RL/F ~ GLF(L) yields N LIF(1rL) = det(1rL) suc~ that:

Substituting this into (14) we obtain (ii).
To complete the proof of 4.1 we are left to show that (4) is an injection and to

determine its image.
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Consider R 1 = IndKlF(1>1); R 2 = IndKlF( 4>2) E r F --(dirn = f LIF) and assumc
RIj?( = R2 ß..

Then the property 4.1 (ii ) implies that 4>11 UK and 4>21 UK are conjugated with respect
to GKIF' Therefore by conjugating cP2 we can assume cPll UK = cP21 UK' and using that
NKIF:I{*/UK --t F*/UF is injective, hence NK/F:(F*/UF)-- --t (I(*/UK)-- is surjective,
we see:

(15) R2 = X ® R 1 , where X: F* /UF --t C* is unramified.

Now we apply 4.1 (iii) and obtain

(16)

Let W = (0v)e be a representation space of RIff. aB in (4.1.2). The equivalence of repre
sentations means for the operators:

x0 RUl = A· R1J?( . A-1 where A E Autc(W).

We restrict to 2fL/F/U 1 C fiL/ F/U 1
• Because Xvanishes on 21i/F we obtain:

But on 2li/F/U1 we know that RIff. = (00"0)e is still irreducible. Hence A has to be a

scalar operator, and we see that (16) is even an equation of operators. Now we check the

argument 'lrL. Then we obtain 1 = X(7rL) = X(NL/F (7rL)) = x{'rrfLIF), hence XfLIF =1
because X is unramified. But this implies X 0 R 1 = R 1 because fL/F = [1( : F]; and from
(15) we conclude R2 = RJ •

Finally we come to the proof of 4.1 (i). Because of 4.1 (ii) we see that R I--? Rfi!2t-
[,I F

covers all external tensor powers (00"0)e of cuspidal representations 0"0 E GLkF(kL )--. Fix
one (®O"o)e and consider

We use ß..L/F/2!i/F~L*/UL' the surjectivity of NL/F:(F*/UF)-- --t (L*/UL)-- and the

property det IL- = N L / F with respect to L* C GLF(L). Then we see that starting from
any 0" E E the whole set E is covered by the representations X0 0", where X runs over
thc unramified characters of F*. But we have at least one Rj?( E E. Therefore 4.1 (i) is a
consequence of 4.1 (iii). This completes the proof of our Main Lemma. 0

Now we proceed to prove sOlue properties of 4.2.

4.6 Theorem: Tbe map
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into tbe set of extended simple types in G Wl1icb has bcen deB.ned by 4.2 is injeetive and
meets eaeb conjugaey dass oE extended simple types at Inost onee. Moreover it has the
properties:

(i) For a tame eharaeter x: F* /U 1 --+ C* let be X 0 t := [(X 0 NF(ß)/ F) 0 R, ß]. Then
X G9 t is mapped on to (Jf' X(1r j 18l Rjl)), w l1ere X= X . det is tbe assoeiated c11aracter
oEG.

(ii) l1 t := Ind~(7rf ® Rfi) E J{"'" (where J{ = Jte, e = N / Jt) lIas tbe index j (Il t ) := maxi i E
z; l1 t lU i ~ I} = -e . VF(ß) iE ß =I- 0, and II t vanisbes on U1 iff ß = 0.

Prüof: (ii) Froll the constructions of Part I, 2.4 ff we know that 7rf vanishes on J} =
Jj n U1 iff J(T) = T, i.e. ß = 0. Moreover this is equivalent to l1 tlU I =1 because l1 t1U l

contains Ind J} lUI (Res 7rf) as an irreducible component. If 1r j ~ 1 on J}, i.e. ß f:. 0, then
we get

\vhere the last equation follows again froln Part I, loc. cit.
(i) X 0 t has the same polynomial J(T) E F[T] - as t. Hence J j, 7rf are unchanged.

Consider
(R,ß) f---+ RE rE""'(dim = JL/E) f---+ Rß. E (SiL/ E /U1)""'.

Then (X 0 N F( ß) / F) ® R is mapped to (X 0 NEIF ) ® R E rE ""', and by 4.1 (iii) we have:

((X 0 N E/F) 18l R)ß. = (X 0 N E/ F 0 detAEIE) 0 Rf{ = X 0 detAIF ®Rjl

because R~ E fi.. L / E and J{L/E C GLE. Furthermore if "inf" denotes the inflation from
fi.L / E to Jj = SiK / E . J}, then:

inf(x 0 N EI F 0 detAE / E 0Rjl) = (X 0 det A / F) 0 inf(Rjl)

because X is a tarne character.
Now we consider t 1 =I- t2 E TiV and we will show that the corresponding simple

types are not G-conjugated. If the inertial degrees ftl' f t 2 are different then e1 =I- e2 for
ei = N / Jti' Hence the groups J1 , J2 which correspond to t1 , t2 resp. normalize orders
of different periods nalnely 2!el' 21e2 resp., and from the remark following 2.8 we see that
they cannot be conjugated.

Finally we assume ftt = ft 4 hence e1 = e2 = e, and we will show that tl = t2 if the
correspollding extended simple types are conjugated. Namely then we have J1 , J2 ~ J{e,

and xJ1 x-1
' = J2 for some x E G. Therefore J2 is in Re and in xJte x-1 too. Because of

the remark following 2.8 we conclude xfi..ex-1 = J{e, hence x2!ex-1 = 2!e and x E Sie' Thus
we obtain:

(17)

Restricting to J.] = J2 n U1
, we see that X7r1 x-I = 1r2 on J.] because Riß. vanishes on Jl.

Hence for IIi := lnd Jj 1fi (7ri) we will have

(18)
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In Part I, 2.(12) we have established a distance relation for the map

According to that relation (18) is equivalent to 11 (T) = 12 (T). But then we have (J1,7rl) =
(J2,Jr2) too and we denote this pair (J, 7r). Now (17) turns into

(19)

and restricting to J 1 we see that x E .R nornlalizes the pair (J 1
, Res(7r) ). Eut then x E J

as we see from 2.(5). Hence X7rX-
1 = 1T, R2 Jl = XRlj~X-l = RUl and from the injectivity

of (4) (Main Lemma) we conclude that tl = (R1 , ßl] and t 2 = [R2, ß2] coincide. 0
Combining Theorems 2.9 and 4.6, we obtain

TheorelTI 4.7: The map

is an injection of'J"N into the set oE discrete series representations oE G. It has tbe Eollowing
properties:

(i) II~&t = XC9 IIfL for tarne characters x: F* jU} ~ C*. Especially we have It = frr for
II - IIGL- t .

(ii) IIfL is cuspidal iff deg(t) = N.

(iii) Tbe choices can be made such that IIfL is tbe Steinberg representation Ht = [1,0] E

'JN·
(iv) IIfL is a character twist oE tlle Steinberg representation iff deg(t) = l.

(v) For t = [R, ß] the level oE IIfL is f(IIY L) = { -v~ (ß) ~ft:e~~i8e
(vi) The exponential Artin conductor is

{

N - 1 if t = [X,O] where X is an unralnified character

a(IIfL) = N if t = [R,O] and R i- X

lV(l - lIF(ß)) if t = [R, ß] and ß i- O.

Remark: In 6.9 below we will see that the map of 4.7 is in fact bijective.

Proof: (v), (vi): As we have seen in 2.15, the level is

because At is associated to the simple stratum a f + 2L But a f E A and ß E F are roots
of the same irreducible polynomial I(T). Therefore lIP(of )je = VF(ß). And using 3.1 we
see that (vi) is a consequence of (v) and of (iii).

(i) The twist property follows because Ax0t = XC9 At C X® IIfL. From the Remark
2.1.1 in Part I we conclude ft = fn.
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(ii) Let ()te, J, A) be the extended simple type which is associated to t. The cor
responding simple type is (Jo, A) = (J n 21:, Res(A)). From [BK} (5.5.17) and the re
mark after that, we obtain the G-intertwining of (Jo, A) to be: JOGLKJo (2 J) where
E = F(Q' I) ~ F(ß) is the subfield in A associated to t = [R, ßJ and !{jE is maxilnally
umamified with the property Kot< C.ste. Hut this means in the notation of (7)2:

[K: E] = fLIE, [l{: F] = dim(R) . [E: F] = deg(t).

By 2.5 nfL is cuspidal iff nyL = inda(A) is incluced from the corresponding EST. Anel
this happens iff the intertwining of the simple type is JOGLKJo = J, i.e. [I{: F] = N (see
[BK} section (6.2).)

(iii) From [Bo] we know that the extended siInple type of the Steinberg representation
St is (J, A) = (JtN, 1) (see 2.12 and 2.9 (ii)). For the corresponding parameter t = [R, ß]
this implies ß = 0 (see Part I, proof of 2.2 and what is said there on the construction of
the systems of characters X D , YD and Xe, Ye resp.) and ft = dim R = 1. At E SiN-- is
given as At = 7rI 0 Rjl. And 7rf has to be an extension of the 1-representation of U 1 outo
SiN wmch has the intertwining G. Hence

7rf = X 0 det, where X . Fot< jU} -+ C* is tamely ramified,

R = X- 1
•

Establishing a map t E TN~ (J, Ah E {EST} N, we have to fix Olle extension 1rf and we
do this by taking X == 1.

(iv) Let nfL be a character twist of St. Then we have Sie = fi..N = J because a
character twist does not change the pair .$\e =:> J. From e = l\T we conclude ft = diln R .
f F(ß) / F = 1. Hence t = [X, ß} where F(ß) j F is fully ramified and X E r F(ß) (dirn = 1).
We consider the minimal polynolnial j(T) of ß. The definition of JI in Part I, 2.4 ff implies
JI = .$\ iff deg f(T) = 1. Hence ß E F, deg(t) = 1.

Conversely, assume deg(t) = 1. With the notations of Part I, 2.4 ff this implies
Jf = .$\N and J} = H} = U1

. Now we look at the character (j I: U1 -+ C* as it is given in
Part I, 2.4.2. The polynonual f = f(T) associated to t has degree 1, hence Cif = Cio E F,
and the relation of Part 1, 2.4.2 for v = 0 gives us:

because Ao = A =:> U1 alld AO = Af. Alld because 7rf has to be an extension of BI onto .$\N

which has the intertwining G, we find 7rf = ~f 0 det, where ~ j: Fot< -+ C* is an extension
of AI' Therefore:

where R = X is a t ame character of Fot<. Using 4.1 (iii) we see Rjl = X0 1 jl = X, because
the unit representation 1 E r F -- gives rise to 1jl = 1 E (Jl.NjU1 )--. Now At = (~/X)'"'"'

implies n7L = (~/Xr"" 0 St. D
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5. Computation of formal degrees of the discrete series
representations in terms of their parameters

Consider the injective map
CL --(1) tE7N~rrt EG2

which has been obtained by combining Theorems 2.9 and 4.6. While the map of 2.9 has
been completely canonical, 4.6 has depended on several choices, the first one of which has
been to fix an approximation procedure on F[T], just as to say what 7N is (sec 1.(12)).
The other choices we have logged in Part I after 2.4. In section 1 we have reminded that
an approximation procedure on F[T] is given by fixing an appropriate bijection 1.(7)*.
Such a bijection we had constructed in [Zis9 ] by pursuing the methods of H. Koch. We
stress that the approximation procedure on F[T] refers to an unconventional exponential
distance W F on F[T] which has been defined in [Zis9 ] too. The key role of W F has become
visible in Part I, 1.8.

5.1 Theorem: Assume the Haar Ineasure on G/ (7rF) to be nonnalized in such a way
tbat tbe Steinberg representation St = rrgL corresponding to to = [1,0] E 7 Nbas fonnal
degree 1. Then the discrete series representation rrfL bas the formal degree:

qN 1
deg rrGL = I . - . q(1/2). rnJ(T) where:

t t Nie 1 'q t_

- et, It are defined in 1.2

- q = Ikpl
- J(T) E F[T]- is the polynomial associatcd to t = [R, ß] E 7N(see 1.3)

- mf(T) = N [ 2: (1 - 1/ deg I-V(T)) - (1-1/ed] with I-V(T) :=
v~O,vEl/nZ

approximation polynomiaJ oE I(T).

The formula for m f(T) is in fact independent from the approxiamtion procedure hecause:

deg I-V(T) = gcd{deg g(T); wF(g(T), J(T)) 2:: -v}.

Remarks: 1. For the invariant description of deg J-V(T) see Remark 5 following 1.9 of
Part 1.
2. In the next section we see that Divisionalgebra representations have the same dimension
formula.
3. m f(T) i8 a number depending not only on I(T) hut on N, too. It is easy to see that
rTlf(T) = -N(l -l/et) + N 2

. df(T), where

df(T)=-!" L (1-1/degf-V(T))
et

v>O,vElZ
- et

only depends on J(T). Then we obtain

GL qN/2 _ q-N12

deg II t = ft· N /2 N /2q e~ _ q- et

Before we can prove 5.1 we need two propositions.
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5.2 Proposition: Let (J, A) be an extended simple type for G. Tben it is possible to nnd
a neId extension LIF of degree N in A and an intermediate neId L ~ E 2 F, such tbat

(i) L* c J c .Re, where e = eL/F

(ii) J = .RL/E J1, where J1 = J n u1(.Re).

Tbe maxilnal compact modulo center subgroup..ite and tbe inertial degrees and ramification
exponents in the tower L 2 E 2 F are uniquc1y deternwled.

Proof: The existence of E, L follows from the results of [BI{], §5 on siulple types which
we have recorded in section 2. The uniqueness of.Re, hence of e = eL/F, has been remarked
after 2.8. The uniqueness of fL/E, eL/E follows from

and finally

fE/F = fL/F/ fL/E = N/e· fL/E

eE/F = e/eL/E' D

5.3 Proposition: Let (J, A) be an extended simple type for G and let L 2 E 2 F,
e = eL/F be as in 5.2. Consider the discrete series representation IT wllich is assigned to
(J, A) via 2.9 (ii). Tbe fornlal degree of IT is:

(2) deg (IT, G / (1r F)) . vol(21~/F) =
eL/E-1

= dirn {fud-".(A)} . ~. 11 (q~ - 1) . vol(21'LIK )/vol(GLOK ( OL)),
k=l

wheTe !(IE is maximal unramified in LIE and qL = IkLI.
Renlark: As we know froln [BI{] , §6, IT is supercuspidal Hf L JE is unramified, i.e. L = K,
eL/E = 1. In that case the formula reduces to:

deg (II, G/ (7l"F)) . vol(21'LjF) = ~. dirn {Ind-".(A)} .

Proof: We start out from [BK] (7.7.9): Let (Jo, .A) = (J n21:, Res A) be the corresponding
silnple type. Then:

(3) deg eil, G/ F*) . vol( J OF* / F*) =
= (l/eK/F)' dim('x)· deg(a,GLK/J(*)· vol(21.i/K1(*/I{*),

where a is the discrete series representation of GLK containing the simple type (21~/K,l)

that under a Hecke algebra isomorphism 2.11 (i) corresponds to II. Hence er is (up to twist
by an unramified character of K*) the Steinberg representation.
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Therefore from [CMS] (2.2.2) we deduce that

(4)

where n = [L : K] and qK = IkKI. But K is the inertial field in LIE. Hence n = eLlE,

n· eK/F = e and qK = qL. Therefore substituting (4) into (3), we obtain

(5)
deg(II l G / P"') . vol( J OP* IP"') =

eLf E-l

= (l/e)· dim(A)' TI (qi - 1)· vol(21i/K' j{* IK*)/vol(GLoK(oL)j(* IK"').
k=l

The last factor on the right hand side can be replaced by vol(2l~/K)/vol(GLoK(OL))'

Moreover:
dirn (Ind21:A) = (2l:: J O

). dirn(A).

Therefore, multiplying (5) with (21: . F"': J OP"') = (21;: J O
), we obtain

k=1

(6) degen, GIP*) . vol(21: . P* / P*) = ~ dim(Ind21 + A)'e e

eL!E-l vol(21'" .)

II ( k 1) L/ I<.qL - .
vol(GLOK (0 L)) .

Finally, we note that:

deg(II, GIP*) . vol(2l: . F'" / P*) = deg (Il, GI ('TrF)) . vol (21: . P* I (7r F))

and dim(Inel21: (A)) = dim(IndJie (A)). 0

Proof of 5.1: We consider t = [R, ß] E 'IN ~ (J, A)t E {EST} N and we will apply (2)
to (J, A)t. Then we have At = 7rj 0 Rfi and we are going to compute dim(Indfie(At)) in
three steps.

Step 1: The restrietion of 7r j to Jl is a Heisenberg representation 'TrI, and we compute:

because 5.2 (ii) implies J . U1 = fi..L / EU1
•

Step 2: We cornpute

The equation follows because Rfi lifts to a representation of Jl.L/EU1 IU1
•
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where

Step 3: Finally, we get:

To compute d1 we use 2.2. It implies that the Heisenberg representation 7rl has

hence

d1 = (1 + P: 1 + 8J )J8F 8t = JP: pl..,

pl.. = {x E P, X J( X, P) == I} is the radical of the alternating character X J(x, y) 
'l/JF 0 Tr((xy - yx )aJ) on P. Explicitly it is given in the sarne way as in the division
algebra case (see [Zigo ], 2.3, the fonnula for Pt), namely:

(7) p.1. = 2: (p ve nA_v),
v>o, vE~ Z

where A-v is the centralizer of a_v (= zero of the approximation polynomial f-v (T) in
ß e ). Note that 0'0 = 0' f and that a-v E Q' J + p-ve is a simple representative for all v ~ O.
Hence:

(8) d2 = (p. pl..) = TI ~_(..:.-p_v_e:_p_vc_+--:..l)__
l' (pve nA-v: pvc-l nA_v)"

v>o, vE~Z

2te being a principal order, we have:

e-l

2J.e / p rv EB MN/e(k!)
i=]

(pi:pi+l) = (2le:P) = qN
2
/c for all integers i.

To obtain (pve nA-v: pve+l nA_v) we switch from the principal order Q.(e = 2J.L / F to the
principal order Q{L/F(o_v) of A-v • Then we have to replace:

N by N/[F(a_ v ): F], q by qJF(a_v)/F,

e = eL/F by eL/F(o_v)'

This gives us:

(pi nA_v: p i+1 nA_v) = qnv
1 where:

nv = fF(o_TJ)/F . (N/[F(a_ v ): F])2 . eL/F(o_v) = N 2 /[F(a_ v ): F] . e.
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Therefore:
(pve: pve+1) m

(pv~ nA-v: pve+1 nA_v) = q v,

m v = ~'2 (1 - (F(O'~v):F))' Substituting this in (8), we get:

where

(9) (1/2) IV2
d1 = q .J.L, where J-L = J-L f{T) = -

e
L (1 - 1/ deg f-V(T)).

V>O, t1E~Z

In step 2 we have to compute dim(RJi)' where Rjt is the image of

RE rE"(dim = fL/E) ~ Rp' E (.fl..L/ E /U 1
)"

(see the Main Lemma 4.1). From 4.(13) we see that

dirn Rß. = (dirn ~ )eL / E •

Using now the dimension forrnula for cuspidal representations of GLkE (k L ) wc obtain:

dirn Ra = n{~~E-1(qk - 1)

(10)
fL/E-1

dirn Rp' = TI (qk - 1)e L / E , where qE = [kE[ = qfE/F.
i=l

In step 3 we compute:

(11)

(.fi..e: JtL/ E . U1
) = (Sie: U1 )/('(\L/EU 1

: U1
)

= (2!L/ F: U1 )/(2!L/E . U1
: U1

)

= jGLkF(kL)[e /[GLkE(kL)le L / E

= IGL ft ( q) Ie / IGL f L / E ( qE ) IeL / E •

Now we use the formula: ord(lV,q) := IGLN(q)1 = nf':l(qi - 1)· q~N{N-1). Then we
obtain:

ditn(IndJle(A)) = d1 . dirn Rp.· ord(ft,q)e /ord(fL/E, qE)eL
/ E

= q(t)J.L . ord(ft, q)e /(qL _ 1YL/E . q~1/2)(fL/E-l)eL/E

where we have used (9), (10) and the fact that din1 Rß. Iord(fL/ E, qE )e L / E , alld q~L/ E = qL.
According to (2) we go ahead to compute vol(2!i/F)' referring to a Haar mcasure of

G and vol(21i/K)/vol(GLoK(oL)) referring to a Haar nleasure of GLK.
If the Haar measure of G/ (-rr F) is norrnalized in such a way that the Steinberg repre

sentation gets deg(St) = 1, then:

(12)
N-1

1 TI kvol( GL N ( 0 F )) = IV . (q - 1)
k=l
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as we see frorn [CMS] (2.2.2). Using (12), we have to compute vol(2!i/F)' To this end we
determine:

vol(GLN(OF ))/vol(2li/F) = (GLN(OF): 1 + MN(PF ))/(2!:: 1 + Pe)(1 + Pe: 1 + MN(PF))

= IGLN(q)I/IGLN/e(q)le . [Pe: MN(PF)].

We describe Pe/ MN(PF) S; MN( kF). It consists of matrices which are mvided into blocks
of size ft X ft (note ft = N / e). All blocks on the diagonal and below have zero entries.
All blocks above the diagonal have arbitrary entries from kF. Hence the kF-dimension of
Pe/MN(PF) is:

dimkF=/;(1+2+ ... +(e-l»=~N2(1-D, because N=/,·e

Substituting this into the formula above, we obtain:

(13) vol(GLN(OF))/vol(Q(i/F) = ord(N,q)/ord(ft,q)e. q(l/2)N'l(1-I/e) =
N ft

= II(qi-l)/II(qi- 1)e.
i=l i=I

And !rom (12) we deduce:

(14)

To compute vol(2li/F)/vol(GLoK (oL)) we may use (13) with K instead of F, i.e. we have
to replace:

N and e by [L: !(] = eL/K = eL/E
q by qg = qL

ft by 1.

Then we get:

(15)
eLlE

vol(2!iIK)/vol(GLoK (OL)) = (qL -ltLIE / II (qt -1).
i=I

(16)

Now, substituting our results into (2), we obtain

GL (15) 1 eLIE-I k (15)' 1
deg(rr t )=_._. II (qL-l)·(11)=-·_·(11)

(14) e k=l (14) e '

where (15)' = (qL _l)eLIE /(q~LIE -1). Thc numerator of (14) is in the nUlnerator of (11),
and the numerator of (15)' is in the denominator of (11). Hence, (16) ilnplies:

(17) deg (rrGL ) = N . (qN - 1) . q(1/2)d, where
t e (eLlE-I)

qL

d = eft(ft - 1) - ft(!L/E - l)eL/E + {l.
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Now we use It = Nie, ft . [L: EJ = ~ . deg~(T) l ft . eLlE = Niet (becallse et . eDlE = e).
Then we get:

d = N 2 /e - N - N 2 /e' deg f(T) +Niet + (N 2 /e) . L (1 - 1/ deg f-V(T))
V>O, vEiz

= -N(l - l/et) + (N 2 je) L (1 -1/ deg f-V(T)),
V~O, vE~Z

where the surn now starts from v = O. Because of Nie = (~z: ;Z) and because
deg f- v (T) daes not change for v E ~ Z '" ~Z, the surn call be replaced by ]\T • L: (1 

v~o, vE:*Z

1/ deg f-V(T), and we see that

d = mf(T) = N { L (1-1/ deg rV(T)) - (I-I/Cl)}
V~O, vEj,Z

which praves aur Theorem. 0
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6. Comparison of division algebra representations and
discrete series representations of G

We start frorn an analogue of 4.7 in the division algebra case. Let D / F be a central
division algebra of index N and let D* ...... be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
admissible representations of D*.

6.1 Theorem: The 111ap

(1)

wmch bas been defined in Part 1, is a bijection with tbe following properties:

(i) 1r~®t = XC9 rrp for tarne characters x: F* /U} -+ C*, where X = X 0 Nrd. Hence

It = frr for rr = rrp.
(ii) The unit representation rrp =1 is assigned to t = [1,0] and dim(np) = 1 iff deg(t) =

1.

(iii) The level ofnf is g(nf) = -VF(ß) and the exponential Artin conductor is a(nf) =
N(l - VF(ß)) iE ß #- O. H ß = 0 then g(nf) = 0 and for t = (R,O] we have either
g(nf) = N - 1 or = N depending on R being (via dass Held theory) an unramiEed
character oE F* or not.

(iv) dirn(II D) = 1 qN -1 . q(1!2)m/(T)
t t qNlet -1

wi th the same notation as in 4.1.

Proof: Everything hut the dimension formula is dear, either from Part 1 or frorn Section
3. fn is defined in the same way as in 2.14 for G. The index j(rrp) (conlpare 3.(2)) has
been seen in 2.2 (i) of Paxt 1 to be -N . VF(ß) if t = [R, ß] with ß #- 0 and j(rrp) = 0 if
t = (R,O]. Hence (Hi) follows from Section 3. And (H) can be deriveel from (iv) which we
are going to see is an easy consequence of [Zigo ] 6.6 and 2.4. Namely dim(np) is cornputed
in precisely the same way as dim Ind~e (A) in the proof of 5.1.

At first we compute

where U1 are the principal units in D, Jj and J} are as in 2.(3) ff of Part 1, the Heisenherg

representatiOn?TI E J} ...... is the restriction of 1r/ E Jf ...... and Da is the centralizer of Cl'f E ~V.
In (Zigo ], 6.6 and 2.4 we have seen that

d - q(1!2)m/(T)
1 - l where

(2) mj(T) = (N/eo)(l - 1/10) +N L (1 - 1/ deg f-V(T))
V>O, vEj"Z

with eo = eF(J(T)) = eF(ß)!F, Ja = JF(J(T)) = JF(ß)!F. Note that here f(T) = fO(T)
anel the notation ß of loc. cit. 2.4 has to be replaced by 0:/ E .6..jj, hence 0:/ E G:/ + eJD is
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a minimal representative, and deg /-V(T) is the degree of a minimal representative from
P - vN MQ' j + D . oreover:

(Nleo)(l -1//0) = N(l - l/e%) - N(l - l/eo) = N(l -li deg f(T)) - N(l - lied,

which transforms (2) into the exponent of 4.l.
In the second step we compute:

because RD is a representation of J j IJ} = DaU l IU I . But from the last step in the proof
of 2.2. (i) in Part 1 we see that dirn Rn = dirn R.

Finally we get dirn(IIp) = d2 . (D"': Da UI
), and

with x = [kDo:k F ] = IDol F = NilDI Da = NI eo· This gives us the result because eo = et
and dirn R· /0 = ft. 0

For further use we want to express the invariants /t, et, deg f-V(T) of t E <J"N corn
pletely in terms of II = TIp. Here we have:

(3)

(4)

It = In (see 5.1 (i))

{
qN -1 }

et = NI logq [dim(TI)1 frr ]pl + 1

where [dim(TI)lln]pl denotes the prime-to-p-factor (see 5.1 (iv)). Moreover let II :> IIo :>
II1 :> II2 :> ... be any representation filter with respect to

(5)

which has the leading term II. Then as we have seen in [Zi90 ] 6.2, (2):

(6)

where !(IFis a field extension with IKIF = In and eKIF = et, [K: F] = cleg(t) if II = TIf.
Namely in that case (Jf' 1rf 0 RD) is an admissible pair with respect to D * :> U1 :> U2 :>
.... We look at Jf = D~ .J} where Do is the centralizer of E = F(a f ) and We take K IE to
be unrarnified of degree dim(RD) = dim(R.). Then DEIDK is fully ranlifiecl, Dk' J} c Jj
is a subgroup of index [[(: E] = dirn R, and (Di< .Jj, Res( 1rf ) 0 X) - where X is a character
contained in RD restricted to Di<-J} - is an adlnissible pair with respect to (5). Therefore
we obtain (6) in the case where TI == rrp and K IF( a f ) is an unramified extension of degree
dim(R). Hence:
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6.2 Proposition: Consider II E (D*)"" and let II ~ Ilo ~ Il1 be a representation filter
with respect to D* ~ C)h => U1

. Then tllere exists an extension K/ F in D sucb that:

ND- (TIo) n lVD- (Il)) = Di< . U1
,

and for any such K / F we bave:

IK/F = Irr

eKj F = NIlog q Cdi~~;;~Il)P, + 1}

Proof: Because of 6.1 there exists t E 'JNsuch that n = IIP. In view of (3), (4) and what
we have said before we are left to show that D'K . U1 = DK, .U1 implies e/{/F = eK' /P,

f K / F = f K' / F wmch is an easy exercise. 0

6.3 Definition: For II E D*"" we clefine

dimGal(II) := [K: F]

to be the ramificatioin exponent and thc Galois dimension of II, where !(/ F is any field
as in 6.2.

Concerning the other invariants, we see from [Zigo ], 6.2.(3), that for all integers i ~ 0
there exist field extensions K-i/ F in D such that

(7)

where IIi+l E Ui+1"" is from a representation filter with leading term II and where D-i is
the centralizer of K-i.

If II = IIP and J(T) is the polynomial of t = [R, ß] E 'JÄT, then it is alE !J.Dwhich
plays the role of the element ß from loc. cit. 6.2. Anel if O'-i/N E !J.Dis a zero of the
approximation polynomial f- i / N (T), then a _ i / NEO'1+P - i is a representative of lninirnal
degree, anel we conclude:

6.4 Proposition: H rr = rrp and iE K -i / F is any neld extension in D whose centralizer
D-i fulfills (7), then K-i/ F has the SaIne raInification exponent and illertial degree as
F(Ci-i/N)/ F, hence [K-i: K] = deg j-i/N (T). 0

6.5 Corollary: H II E Do/p."" and iE II ~ IIo ~ 111 ~ .. , i8 any representation filter Witll
respect to (5) and if ](/F, K-i/F are neld extensions such that (6), (7) resIJ. are fulfilled:
then:

dirn(II) = fK/F' qN - 1 . q{1/2)m
qN/e - 1 '

where e = eK/F, m = N [2: (1 - l/[I(-i: F]) - (1 - l/e)].
i~O

o

Now we want to play the same game in the GLN-case. If IT = IIfL E C2 , then TI
corresponds to the EST (J, A)t = (Jf' 'TrI 0 RJ1) which represents a representation filter

(8) (ITj\no,ITl, ... ) of j{ ~ 21* ~ U1 ~ ••• ,
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where Jt = Jte for e = NI frr = NI ft. Namely we have: IlJi = IndJi(A), Ilo = I1Ji IQ{+ =
Ind21+ (A), IIi = InclV i(7rd, where 7ri E Ji-- is the support of the isotypic representation
7rf IJi (for all i ~ 1). .

The construction of (Jf' 7r/ ) in 2.4 ff of Part 1 implies that l1i+ 1 E u i+1
-- corresponds

to the double dass Ad U i+1 0 (Ct-i/e +p-i) E Ad Ui+1 \A(21)1p-i. Hence from [BI<] (3:2.2)
we see that the C-intertwining Ic(lli+l) coincides with the intertwining Ic(Ad U 1+1

0

(Ct-i/e +p-i)) = U i+1 Ic(G-i/e +p-i)U i+1 , where Ic(ß +PV) := {x E C, x(ß +PV)x- 1 n
(ß + PV) 1= cP}.

The reason is that a-i/e + p-i, hence G-i/e + 21 are simple strata, and by 2.4.1 of
Part 1 we have ()/ = f}g on H} n Ui+1 if f = J(T) and if 9 = f-i/e(T) is the approximation

polynomial. Therefore if we are interested only in () f on Hi n Ui+1 we can use 2.4.2 of

Part 1 with f-i/e(T) instead of f(T). Therefore [BI<] (3.3.2) applies with i instcad of m

and G-i/e + 21 instead of ß+ 21. Moreover 1ri+l E Ji+1-- is the Heisenberg representation
which is given by (H} n Ui+1 ,Resf}/) (see section 4 of [Zss]), and IIi+l = Inclui+l(7ri+l).
Thus we have:

6.6 Proposition: H rr = I1fL E 82 and if (8) is tbe representation filter whidl is deter
mined by the EST (J,A)t, then:

U1 .Ia(lli+J )U1 =U1 .CL(G_i/e)·U1

for 811 integers i ~ 0, where G-i/e E ~; is a zero oE tbe approximation polynolnial f-i/e(T),
and CL(G-i/e) denotes the centraJizer of Ct-i/e in C. Moreover

where K IF(ao) is a maximal unramified extension such that I{· C Jt.

Pr~of: We know that Ia(lli+l) = Ui+lla(G_i/e+p-i).Ui+l and GL(a_i/e) C Ia(a_i/e+
P-I) C U1

. GL(a-i/e) . U 1 because of [BI<] (1.5.8). Ic(llo) follows from the intertwining
Ia()..) of the simple type (JD, A) which has been computed in [BI(] §5. 0

6.7 Corollary: Let 11 E 82 , let (J, A) be a corresponding EST and consider the repre
sentation filter (8) of J\e (e = Nlfn) wbich is assigned to (J,A). Further let I(-iIF be
any fjeld extension such that:

(9)

Tben for a normalized Haar measure we have:

deg(ll) = f . qN - 1 . q(l/2)m
rr qN/e'_l

where e' = eKo/F and m = N [2: !rr(1-1/[I(-i: F]) - (1- lIef)].
i~D

Proof: We use that t E TN~ I1fL E 82 is surjective (which has not yet been proved).
Then II = I1?L, and by comparing (9h with the first equation in 6.6 we see that !(-ilF
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has the same rarnification exponent and the same inertial degree as F( Ci - i / e ) / F. The
argument is similax as in the proof of 6.2 if we use the equation

Especially we have [I(-i:F] = deg f-i/t!.(T) for all integers i ;::: 0, and et = eKo/F.

Moreover the sequence [fV(T)}vE*'Z of approximation polynolnials has jumps at most

for v E l/e· Z because f(T) E F[T]~N/e' Therefore deg fV(T) is constant for -i/e < v ~

-(i - l)/e, hellce in the surn m = mf(T) of 5.1 we can write

m = N [ L : (1-1/ dcg rV(T)) - (1 -l/ed]
v~OJvE~ Z

and then by means of et = eK 0/F and ~ = frr we get our result. 0
Now we are ready to compare division algebra representations and discrete series

representations of GLN. Namely combining 4.7,5.1,6.1 we obtain:

6.8 Theorem: There exist injeetions D* ..... --+- 82 Ir' I-t Ir, wbich have the following
properties:

(i) H II' I-t TI and iE x: F* /U 1 ---+ C* is a taIne eharae tel', tllen: (x 0 N rd) ® TI' I-t

(X 0 det) 09 TI. EspeciB11y frr' = fn, i.e. TI eorresponds to an EST (J, A) for a lnaximal
eompaet-modulo-eenter subgroup Jle with e = lV/ frr',

(ii) H we eonsider a representation filter 11' :> TI~ :> TI~ :> '" witb respect to (5) and
a representation filter (8) oE Jle which corresponds to (J, A) then from Ia(TI i+1 ) aJld
ND- (TI1+1 ) via (9), (7) resp. we are led to tbe Salne numerieal invariants iE i / e = j / N.
Especia1ly the projective level of TI: = ~ . min{i, Ia(TI i+1 ) = G} and the projective
level of TI': = kmin{j ; ND· (TIj+l) = D*} eoincide.

(iii) TI is cuspidal Hf tbe Galois dimension oE TI' (whicb has been defined in 5.3) is equal
to N.

(iv) TI is a character twist oE tbe Steinberg representation iff dim(TI') = l.

(v) H the measure on GLN(F)/ (1rF) is chosen appropriately, tben deg(TI) = dim(II').

(vi) e(II) = e(TI') and a(II) = a(TI').

Proof: The injection is TI' = TIp I-t TI = IIfL for all t E 1'"N. TIfL cuspidal means
deg(t) = ]\T as we have seen in 4.7 (ii) and this is equivalent to dimGa.l(TI') = N. 0

6.9 Complement: Any injection i: D* ..... -t 82 wbicb is compatible with unramified cbar
acter twists and wbich preserves the exponential Artin eonductor is necessarily a bijectioll.
Espedally tbe maps oE 6.8 and 4.7 are bijective.

Proof: We consider the bijection b: D* ..... -+ 82 of [BDKV] (and of J. Rogawski). It is
compatible with character twist and preserves the exponential Artin conductor. But froln
6.1 we see that the set of unramified twist classes {TI'}, II' E D* -- where the exponential
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Artin conductor (or the level, compare 3.1 (ii» is fixed, has only finitely nlany elements.
Namely by 6.1 (i), (iii) it corresponds to the set ofunramified twist classes {tl, t = [R,ß] E
~N where VF(ß) is fixed. Now we have the bijection

(10) 'IN +----4 Pi{ = {[p,x] E P-; dim(p)· [Kx:F]IN}

which is given via 1.4 and 1.(9). Remember that !(x = F(x v ; v E Q) is generated by all
terms Xv of the C-expansion x = I: Xv of x E X. Because VF(ß) = VF(X) if t = [R, ß]

vEQ

corresponds to [p, x] and because P- = {[p, x] E :P; x E X-} (compare at the very end of
section 1), we are left to show that:

:PN,j = {[p, x] E:P; x E X-, vp(x) = -j, diIn(p)' [!{x: F]IN}

consists of finitely many unrarnified twist classes. If we fix an x C X- then p has to be an
irreducible representation of the tarne Weil-group r x c G(p / Pn !(x), hence the condition
dim(p) . [!{x: F] IN implies that the set of admissible p consists of finitely many unramified
twist classes. Thus we are left to show that {x EX-i VF(X) = -j, [!(x: F]IN} is a finite
set. We consider the C-expansion of x:

(11) x = L x v where x v E C U {O}, x - j i= O.
-jS:v<o

Note that the indices v are rational numbers and that VF(X v) = v if Xv i= O. The decisive
remark is that the ramificatioll exponent of !(x = F( x v; v E Q) is

e = f.c.m.{ denominators of all v E Q such that Xv i= O},

which can be easily proved by induction on the nUlnber of nonvanishing ternlS Xv in the
C-expansion of x. Hence [Kx : F]IN illlplies v E J.., Z if Xv =f. 0, and in (11) we are restricted
to the fini te set v E lv z n [-j, 0). Therefore it is enough to show that for a fixed v E lv Z
the set

Cv,N = {x E C; VF(X) = v and [F(x): FllN}

is finite, which is obvious.
Now using the bijection b, we see that the set of unramified twist classes {II} ,TI E 82

with a fixed exponential Artin conductor is finite too and has the same cardinal nUlnber
as in the division algebra case. Hence 6.9 follows. 0

6.10 CoroUary: Let II' E n*-- 1---+ II E O2 be a bijection w}licb is compatible with
unramitied character twist and such that dim(II') = deg(TI) (if we consider the normalized
fonnal degree of the discrete series representatiolls). Then II is cuspidal iff II' has tbe
Galois dimension N (see 5.3).

We need the following Proposition which is the analogy of 6.2 in the GLN-case.
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6.11 Proposition: Consider II E 82 with a corresponding extended simple type
(Jte , J, A), e = NI frr, and let llo E 21"' ....... be [roIn the representation filter which is given
by (J, A). Further consider a neId extension KIF in A such that (i) K"" C Jte , (ii)
GLK n ~e is an extended Iwahori subgroup in GLK, (iii) Io(llo) = Q1*GLK2!* and
2!*\GLK 12!'" t-+ 2l:K\GLK 121:K is a natural bijection. Then:

(11)

Proof: Because of (ii) KIF has the maximal inertial degree which is possible for fields
normalizing 21 = 2le . Hence fK/F = Nie = frr. Further, bccause of 6.9 we may assume
II = rrfL. Then from 5.1 we see that the right hand side of (11)2 coincides with et. On
the other hand, the field K appearing at the very end of 6.6 has thc degree [K: F] = deg t
and eK / F = et. And if L, !( are two field extensions of F in A normalizing 2l and such
that:

Q1i \GLL/2l'L~ 2C'\GLL/~"" = 2!*\GLK 121""
~ 2t'K\GLK I2!i<

is a natural bijection, then we will have [L: F] == [l{: F]. Hence the field l{ from our
Proposition has the same degree as the field from 6.6 and it has the same inertial degree
tao, namely fn. Hence it has thc same ramification exponent which is et. 0

Proof of 6.10: Let K' IF be a field extension in D which is related to II' as in 6.2
and let l(IF be a field extension in A which is related to II as in 6.11. Then we get
f K' / F = Irr' = fn = I K / F because ll' I-t II is compatible wi th tanle character twist. On
the other hand dirn(II') = deg(II), the last equation of 6.2 and (11), imply eK' /F = eK/F.
Espedally we have [K': F] = [K: F]. But from [BK] we know that II is cuspidal Hf the
simple types contained in II are maximal which means [li: F] = N. 0

Remark: 6.10 especially applies to the bijection "b" of [BDI(V]. The idea of proof was
submitted to the author in a letter of C. Bushnell [B].
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7. Some further computations concerning the c-factor

In 4.7 and 6.1 the maps t E lJ'N H- fit E 82 , D"" ...... resp. have been given via thc
extended simple types (JI, 7fI @ R.x) in the matrix algebra case (see 4.6) and (JI, 7fI ® RD )

in the division algebra case (see Part 1, proof of 2.2 (i)). Now we use our information on
the EST's for SOlne further remarks on the root nubmer W(A,7PF) of (J,A), which by 3.6
the comptuation of the e-factor has been reduced to.

Up to now the EST's have been given in ternlS of the polynomial J(T) of the paraIneter
t E lJ"N, namely

(1)

(2)

J(T) E F[T]~N/e t---+ Ctf E ~;, ).f E Xe, BI E Ye , 7fJ E Xc ...... ,

J(T) E F(Tlfi t---+ Ctj E ~D' ).f E X D , BI E YD, 7fj E D"" .......

(For the chracter sets Xe, Ye , X D, YD see the proof of 2.2 in Part 1.) To simplify the
notations we will avoid now the polynomials aIld we will write ).0', Ben 7fa instead of ).j,

Bj, 7ff because Q' is the unique root of J(T) in ~ - such that we can introduce Q' as the
paranIeter. And we will speak of thc approximation procedure on ~;, ~D' resp., which
of course is obtained by transport from the approximation procedure for polynomials. We
will use the integral numeration of approxiaIntions, i.e. for er, Q" E ~-:

(3) v p( Q' _ Q") ? j iff

where P is the Jacobson radical of 2!e and the prime ideal of () D resp. The maps of 4.7
and 6.1 can be expressed then as:

t = [R, ß] E lJ"N t---+ (J0, 1r0' C9 Rjl) t---+ II t E 82

i--+ (Jo ,1fa ~ Rn)~ II t E D* ......

where 0: E 6;, e = N / ft and a E ~D resp. is the uniquely determined elenlent which
has the same minimal polynomial over F as ß. Our additive character 7PF has conductor
PF, and we write 't/JB = 'l/JF 0 Trd for B = A, D resp. Now we are ready to state the main
results of this section:

7.1 Theorem: H (J, A) = (Ja, 7f0' C9 Rff.), (Ja, 7f0 C9 Rn) is an EST in the matrix and
division algebra case resp., then:

(0) W(A, ~F) = (_1)N-l q-N/2T(<POl o Norm, ~kN)
iE Q' = 0, i.e. t = [R,O], and R is not an unramified character oE F*. Here kN is

the extension oE degree N over the residuc field k oE F, the regular charactcr 1>0 oE kj(
is related to R E rF as in 4.1(ii), Norm dellotes the norm with respect to the extension
kN JkK oE finite fields, and

T(<p;1 0Norm,'l/JkN) = L 4>;1 0Norm(x).7Pp 0TrkNlk(X)
xEk;'"

is a Gauss sumo
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Ha -I- 0, i.e. j(A) = -vp(a) ~ 1, we bave:

(i) W(A,WF) = (_1)N-mAV(a)WB(a) if2 t j = -vp(a). In this case AV(a) is a scalar
operator wbicb in the equation is to be identified with its valuc.

H 21j = -vp(a) then let a = a-i+l E ~ - be the approxiamtion oE a, i.e. vp(a
a) ~ - j + 1. Moreover let Ba be the celltralizer of a in A, D resp., let B~ := (pi/ 2 n
Ba) + pi/2+1 be the intennediate ring pi/2 => B~ :> pi/2+1 and let M', M be tbe first
and second index resp. Then:

(ii) vV(A, WF) = sgn' (M')-1/2 . ~i~(a) 'WB(a) ·b(Aa)N.. if F(a)/F is tamely ramified (which

includes the ca.se a E F), where b( Aa ) E C* depends on tbe c}laracter Aa E Xe, X D

resp. (b(A a) will be defined in (16), (18) below), where Na = N/[F(a): F] and where
sgn = 1, (_l)N-Na in tbe cases B = A, D resp.

(iii) lV(A, WF) = (_1)N-m . (:;,)1/2 . ~i:(a) . 'l/JB(a), if F(a)/ F is wildly ramified.

Remarks: The sign in (i), (iii) is determined by m = N, 1 in the cases B = A, D resp. The
theorem reduees the computation of W (A, 'ljJ F) to that of the eharaeter value XA(a) because
the numbers b(Aa) can be considered to be known. If a E F then (ii) applies with M' = 1,
Na = N and A(a) is a scalar operator, such that W(A,'ljJF) = AV(a)· 'ljJA(a). b(Aa)N.

Proof: (0) vVe begin with the division algebra case. Here we have J = D* and A =
RD = Ind( J), where cf; : K* jUk ---7 C* is related to R as in 4.1(ii),~ = cf; 0 NrdDK IK is
the corresponding character of the centralizer of ]( in D, and the induction is fronl Di<Ub
onto D*. Aeeording to 3.(13) and 3.3 with (Jt, p) = (D*, RD ) we obtain

where r(Rb, WF) is the value of the sealar operator
T(R'b,WF) = L:UE(OD/P)+ R'D(u)7/JD(u). Note that 'ljJF is of conductor PF, heuee

WD = 7/JF 0 Trd is of conductor P. Beeause T(RD, 'ljJ F) is a sealar operator and because
the restrietion of RD auto the units 0'0 contains cf;o 0 Norm (which is a consequence of

RD = Ind(~», we obtain r(RD, 'l/JF) = r( <Po 0 Norm, WkN)' hence the result.
In the matrix algebra case we have J = Jte, e = N/dim(R), and RJl. E Sie is an

extension of the external tensor power (<9O'o)e E (2!e/ P)*'" (see 4.1(ii». From 3.(13) with
7n = N and 3.3 we obtain

(a)

where T(R~,WF) is the value of the scalar operator
T(R~,'ljJF) = 2:uE(21e/P)+(0aÖ)e(U)7/JA(U), with 7/JA = 7/JF 0 Tr. Therefore:
r(R~, 'ljJp )dim(R$i) = L:tr(@uo)e(U)WA(U),
and hecause of (21e /P)* :: [GLf(k)]t, where f = dim(R) = [I( : F] (see 4.1), we

conclude T(Rfi"WF)dim(Rfi,) = {2:uEGL/(k) t7' tTo(U) 'WF 0 Tr(u)]e, hence

(h)
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is the e-th power of the value of the sealar operator
T(ao,'l/JF) = L::uEGL/(k) ao(u)'l/JF 0 Tr(u). Beeause aD E GLJ(kr"is the cuspidal

representation which is assoeiated to the regular charaeter <Po of k'k we can apply I<ondo's
formula:

T(ao, 'IjJ F) = (-l)f .q(J2-J)/2. [-T( <Po, 7/JkK )],
where T(<po, 1PkK) = L:xEk~ <Po(x) . 'l/Jp 0 TrkKlk(X), Now from (a),(b) we obtain

W(A,'l/JF) = (2!e : P)-1/2(-1)N qe(/2-f)/2[-T(<Pö1,1fkK)]e
= (-1)CN-1). q-N/2T(<pÖ1oNorm, 'ljJkN)' where we have applied the Hasse-Davenport

formula for Gauss sums.

(i)-(iii) The first informations we use are that the restrictions Alui to the prineipal
unit groups U i = 1 + pi are isotypic, that j = - v p ( 0:') is the index of A and that

for i = [j /2] + 1

is a multiple of the character 1 + x Ho 1fF(ax). Therefore the same argument as in the
proof of Proposition 1 of [T], §1 ean be applied to abtain:

7.2 Proposition: With the assumptions oE 7.1 we bave:

if2tj(A)

if 2]j(A)

where tl1e Bum iB over x E P j /2 / p j /2+1. In tbe firs t case Av ( a) has to be a Bealar operator
beeause tbe left band side is known to be scalar. 0

Remark: See section 3 for further notations. By 3.6 we have W(A, 1fF) =
(_l)N-m Nf(A)-1/2 . T(AY, 'l/JF).

In the case 2Ij(A) we write the right hand side of 7.2 as the produet of two operators,
namely

D 1 = AY(a), D z = 1fB(o:)·NP-l/z[I:AV (l +X)7PB(O:X)].
x

Beeause D1 Dz = 111 is a scalar operator and because D1 is invertible, we get

(4)

Moreover tr (D}l) = XA ( Cl') is the eharacter value of a with respect ot A. Now we use
A = 1ro 0R$t, 1ro &.;RD resp., where 1ro E J; is an appropriate extension of the Heisenberg
representation TJo = 1ro l E (J~)"'" corresponding to the Heisenberg pair (H~, Bo ), where
Bo E Ye , YD resp. (See the proof of 2.2 in Part 1 and 2.3, 2.4 above.) According to [H],
we have:
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7.3 Proposition: Let Ha ~ Ja be tbe subgroup which is given by Ha = .REH~, Ha =
DEH~ resp., where E = F(a). Then 7ra E J;- bas tbe property:

(5)

Later we are going to make some remarks on the proof of 7.3 because our situation is
a little different from that in [H]. At the moment we see from (5) that:

Xa(a) . XQ'(a) =1= 0, where Xa denotes the character o( 7ra , becausc a E E* ~ Ha.
Further A = 7rQ' l3> R with R = Rf(, RD resp., and R(a) is a scalar operator because R is
irreducible on J / J1 ;-v H / H 1 and a is in the center of .RE, D'E resp. Thercfore we see that
XA(a) = Xa(a)XR(a) i= 0, and we can divide (4) by tr(D'}l) = XA(a). Hence:

7.4 Proposition: H 21j = j(A) we obtain

wbere tbe sum is over x E pj /2 / pj /2+1.

Next we note that AIUj/2 is a multiple of the Heisenberg representation 71 = (U j / 2 , 1+
B~, res(Ba )). Namely because of a = a_j+1 we have

1 + B' = U j
/

2 n H 1
a 0'

where we have used the notations H~, 3a instead af H}, 3/ in Part 1. Thus we have
1] ( z) = Ba (Z ) 1 for z E 1 +B~, and the alternating character

Ba ([1 +x, 1+ yJ) = 'l/JB((XY - yx)a)

is nondegenerate on Uj/2/1 + B~. The character of 1] is:

{° for u E Ui /2
- (1 + B~)

X71(U) = dim(71)' Ba(u) for u E 1 + B~.

A!Uj/2 heing a multiple of 77, we conclude:

{
0 for u E U j /2 - (1 +B~)

XA(U) =: dirn A. Bo(u) for UE 1 +B~.

Putting this inta 7.4, we see:

(6) L XA(l + x) 1f'B(ax) = dirn A L Ba (l + x) 7/;ß(ax).
x xEB~/Pj/2+1

Now we prove:
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7.5 Lemma: H the extension F(a)IF is wild1y ramified, then

1 + X J------+ 80 (1 + x) 'l/JB(O:X)

is a character on 1 + B~/l + pi/2+1.

Proof: We use the abbreviation A(l + x) = 80 (1 +x) 'l/JB(O:X). Then we find:

A(1 + x + y + xy)
A(1 + x) . A(l + y) = 7/JB(O:XY) = 7/JB(axy)

because a = 0:-j+1, xy E pi and 7/JB has the conductor P. We want to show that
1/JB(axy) 1 for x, y E B~, and because of VJB(api+ J ) == 1 we may assume x, y E B a nPi/2

,

hence:

(7)

where ]( = F(a) is the center of Ba. We compute the conductor

(8)

In the matrix algebra case B = A we have 21 = me and e(21 n Ba I OK)

ea = eK / F. Therefore
ele a with

Using PK(P n Ba) = (P n Ba)e' , we see that the exponent of TJ2f.nBa/oF = (9)1 . (9h with
respect to P n Ba is:

e' - 1 + e' (e a - 1 + 8) = -1 + e + e' 8.

Because of f(1fF) = PF = (P n Ba)e we see now from (8):

In the division algebra case B = D, heuce 2l = C)D, a similar computation yields:

Now from (9)2 we conclude 8 > 0, E Z, because!( = F(a) is wildly ramified over F. Hence

h :::) 2! n Ba, OD n Ba resp.,

and from vp(axy);;:: 0 for x, y E Ba n pi/2, we see that 1fB(axy) == 1.
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Because of 7.5, the SUfi on the right hand side of (6) is over the values of a character
of the abelian group 1 + B~/l + pj/2+1 rv B~Ipi/2+1. Hence either

(10) 00'(1 + x) . 'l/JB(O:X) =1 for x E B~

or the surn vanishes, which is impossible because r(Av, 7/JF) f= O. (See [BFr] (2.3.8).)
Therefore (10) applies, and from 7.4 and (6) we conclude 7.1 (iii).

We are left with the case 2 I j == j(A) and F(a) I F tamely ramified which is 7.1 (ii).
In that case we use Part 1, 2.3.1, 2.4.1. Namely vp(a - a) ~ - j + 1 implies:

(11) (OO'.O~l)(l+x)==1/JB((a-a)x) for 1+xEH~nu[i-21]+1.

But because of 2 I j the intersection is nothing else than 1 + B~. Therefore using (11), (6)
turns into

(12) L XA(l + x) WB(ax) == dirn A L Ba(l + x) ?/YB(ax).
x xEB~/Pj/2+1

For the right hand side we can take x E Ba n pi/2 IBa n pi/2+1 • And froln Part 1, 2.3.2,
2.4.2 with a instead of Ci f and with V == 0 we see:

Ba(l + x) == Aa 0 NrdBIIo1K(1 +x) on Ul n Ba,

where J( == F(a) and Aa E Xe, XD resp. With the notation.:\a == AaoNrdBtll K ' (12) turns
into:

(13)

where the right hand surn S is over x E pi/2 n BaIpj/2+1 n Ba. Now we cau apply [BFr]
(2.8.13) (ii) for the central simple algebra Ba IK, where the group G is the nonnalizer of
the priucipal order 21 n Ba. This gives us:

(14) W('xa, WK) == W(Aa,WK )NIIo , where Na == N I[K: F], W[{ == 1/JF 0 TrKIF,

for every extension Aa !rom Uk onto K*. Note that Aa(Uk) =f=. 1, because vp(a) == vp(a) ==
-j < O.

Further, frorn 7.2 with BalK instead of BIF and .:\a instead of A, we see:

(15)

where S is precisely the surn from (13). Therefore, introducing the notation

(16)

from (14), (15) we obtain:

(17) S ==(_1)NIIo-m<l8(\a)N<I ·Ml/2, hIN 'f B DA.1\ W ere m a == , a 1 ==, resp.,

and 3.6, 7.4, (13), (17) imply 7.1 (ii). 0
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7.6 Remarks: 1. Note that 8(Aa) is independent from the extension of Aa onto I( *. More
precisely, the argument of [T] loc. cit. yields:

{

I if pi/2 n I< = pi/2+1 n K

(18) 8(A a ) = N(PK )-1/2 I: Aa(l + x) 'lf;K(ax), otherwise.
xEPi /2 nK/ pi /2+1

In the case a E F we have B~ = pi/2 and the Heisenberg representation 1] is simply
a character of Ui /2. Hence XAluj /2 is a multipIe of ()0', and we see that D2 is a scalar
operator, hence D 1 tao.

2. A flaw of 7.1 is that j = j(A) is not invariant. If we start from t = (R, ß] E 'IN
with inertial degree ft, then in the division algebra case we have j(At) = N . VF(ß), but
in the Inatrix algebra case we have j(A t ) = ~ . VF(ß).

Remarks on the proof of 7.3: There is an easy reduction to the case where J is a finite
group. Therefore we may assume:

(i) J = J1 . H is a finite group and J1 C J is normal.

(ii) Hl = J1 nH is normal in J and J/Hl = Jl/H1 ~ H/H 1 , where V = J1/H 1 IS an
IFp - vectorspace.

(iii) 7r E J- has the property that 7rJl = (H 1 , 0) is a Heisenberg representation of Jl, i.e.
oapplied to the commutator of Jl is a non-degenerate alternating character X on V
which is invariant with respect to the action of J/ Jl I'V H / H 1 by conjugation.

We want to prove that (i )-(Hi) imply 1r ® ; = IndHlJ(l). The proof consists of two steps:
Step 1: The character X7r vamshes on conjugacy classes of J which do not intersect

H.

Step 2: The assertion follows if X7r has the property proved in step l.
Step 2 is explained in [H] at the end of section I (after Proposition 2). The argument with
minor changes applies to our case tao. Therefore we restriet to Step 1.

We start from the following remark of (H]:

7.7 Lemma: a· h E J1 . H is in a conjugacy dass of J whicb intersects H, Hf a = v - h(v)
for same v E V.

We will write the operation on V additively and the conjugation we will interpret as
an IFp -endomorphism on V.

Because of 7.7 we cau restrict our considerations to the case J = Jl. (h), i.e. H/ H 1 =
(Tz.) is a cyclic group. Then we have to prove:

(19) a· h E J1 . (h) with a E V - (1 - h) 0 V implies X7r(ah) = O.

We consider

(20) (g = h) --+ Spx(V),

where X is as in (iii) and Spx(V) is the corresponding symplectic group. Let gr generate
the kernel of (20). Then we may replace Jl, H 1 by Jl (h r ), H 1 • (h'') resp. and therefore
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corne down to the case where (20) is injective. Thus we may consider 9 as an element of
Spx(V).

Write V = VI +V2 where VI is the 1-eigenspace of 9 (that is, 9 -1 is unipotent on VI)
and 9 - 1 is non-singular on V2 . Then on VI we have (g - 1)pb = gpb - 1 = 0 for sorne b.
And V = Vi +Y2 is an orthogonal direct surn with respect to X (see [H]). We mayassurne

(21) Ci = Vt + V2 with VI E V - (1 - g) 0 VI,

because otherwise Ci E (1 - g) 0 VI + V2 = (1 - g) 0 V which contradicts to our assumption
(19). Let 9 = s . u be the decomposition of 9 into its regular and umpotent componeut.
Then:

slv1 = idvp s(ll;) = Vi, u(Vi) = Vi for i = 1,2.

Therefore:
J = V ):1 (g) = V2 . S ):1 Vj • U,

where Y2 • s (and VI . u resp.) denotes the subgroup which is generated by V2 and s (by
VI and U resp.). Let Y ~ Y" ~ J be the preimage of V2 ~ V2 • S ~ J resp., and let p E Y,,"""
be an extension of the Heisenberg representation TJ = (HI, B) of Y. Note that B applied
to the commutator of Y gives the non-degenerate alteruating character X on V2 = YIH I •

And 7] extends to Y" because it is s-invariant. Moreover we have the p-group VI . u acting
on the set of extensions p of 7]. But the number of such extensions is prime to p, heuce we
find p E Ya""" wmch is VI . u-invariant. Therefore:

(22)

where p is an extension of p to a projective representation of J and J.L is a projective
representation of J IYtt I'J Vi . u. Now let [VI' u] be a central extension of VI . U such that
J.llifts to an ordinary representation j1 of [VI' u]. Then, from (21) and Ti = 9 = s .U we see
that a . h =VI U mod Ys , hence:

(23) Xii(VIU) = 0 implies Xrr(a' h) = 0,

because frorn (22) we conclude X1l'" . XlI" = Xß@jJv . Xp.@jl, and Xjl@jl = Xii . XjL' (Note that

p0 pv and J.L 0 '/.t are ordinary representations.)
Therefore we cau reduce to the case J = [Vi .u] and 1r = j1" i.e. we assume that Y = VI

and that HIH I is a cyclic p-group with generator 9 = u. We consider the subspace V 9 of
g-invariant vectors. With respect to X we have (Y9)J... = (g - 1) 0 Y, and we let W C y9
be any complement of y9 n (g - 1) 0 V. Then:

V = W + W 1.. is an orthogonal direct surn with respect to X, and

Ci = w +w' E Y - (1 - g) 0 V.
Case 1: Assume w =1= O. This ensures ä ~ (1 - g) 0 V because W C V 9 implies

W1.. :> (1 - g) 0 V. Let Y C J be the preimage of the normal subgroup WJ... C J. (H I , B)
deterrniues a Heisenberg representation 7J of Y because X is non-degenerate on W 1.. And
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1] is W .g-invariant. Hence 7f = P(g) j1., where p is a projective representation of J extending
7] and fl is a projective representation of J/Y ~ W . g. As before, let j1 be an ordinary
representation of an appropriate central extension [W . g] of W . g, which lifts fl. Again,
we conclude that Xjl(w . g) = 0 irnplies X1r(ah) = 0 because ah =W . 9 mod Y. But j1, is a
Heisenberg representation of (W . gJ with center [g]. Hence w =I- 0 irnplies Xji(W . g) = O.

Case 2: Ci = w' E W.L - (g - 1) 0 V. Let Y C J be the preimage of the nonnal
subgroup W c J and let 1] E y ....... be the Heisenberg representation which corresponds to
(H J 1 B). 1] is W.L . g- invariant, hence

7r = p 0 j1.,

where pis a projective representation of J extending 1] and J.l is a projective representation
of J / Y = W.L . g. And it is enough to show Xjl (w' . g) = 0 for the representation jj. of
[W..L . g]. Therefore we can reduce to the case J = [W..L . g], V = W..L, 7r = [L, hence
V 9 C (g - 1) 0 V and Ci = v E V - (9 - 1) 0 V. Then we have:

- V9 = ((g - 1) 0 V)..L is normal in J and isotropie in V.

- Let Y C J be the preimage of V9. Then 7rly is a multiple m of a charaeter orbit of
length IV9!, hence m = dirn rr/IV91.

- If X: Y ----t C* is from that character orbit, then its normalizer N leX) has the property
N l(X)/H 1 = (V9)..L . 9 = ((9 - 1) 0 V) . (g).

Hence N leX) c J is anormal subgroup and 7r is induced from N leX). Eut ah H- v . 9 E J
is not in NJ(X)/H1

, because v 1:. (g -1) 0 V. Hence X1r(ah) = O. 0
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